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INTRODUCTION 

Members of the Staff of the Commission’s Enforcement Division (“Staff”) have 

notified Huddleston & Co., Inc.1 (“HudCo”) and Peter D. Huddleston 

(“Peter Huddleston,” “Peter” or “Mr. Huddleston”) (collectively, “the Huddlestons”) that 

they intend to recommend to the Commission that it bring a federal court injunctive 

action or an administrative cease and desist proceeding alleging that the Huddlestons 

aided and abetted or caused violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 

(“Securities Act”) and Sections 10(b) and 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 

(“Exchange Act”) and Rules 10b-5, 12b-20, 13a-1 and 13a-13 thereunder.  The Staff 

also intends to recommend to the Commission that it bring a Rule 102(e) proceeding 

against the Huddlestons. 

This Submission explains why HudCo and Peter Huddleston believe that actions 

against them are not supportable and are not in the Commission’s or the investing 

public’s interest.  In short, there is no tenable evidence of which the Huddlestons are 

aware that they aided and abetted or caused the alleged securities law violations of 

others or otherwise engaged in improper professional conduct.  For these reasons, the 

Huddlestons request that the Staff determine not to proceed or be denied authorization 

to proceed against them.2 

                                            
1 Though the Staff’s notice refers to the entity as B.P. Huddleston & Co., its correct name is Huddleston & 
Co., Inc. 

2 The Staff has declined to inform the Huddlestons of or to describe (i) why it believes the Huddlestons 
aided and abetted or caused a securities law violation or engaged in improper professional conduct; 
(ii) the evidence that it believes supports the proposed charges; or (iii) the topics or areas that it would 
find most useful for the Huddlestons to address in this Submission.  Accordingly, this Submission 
addresses what the Huddlestons perceive the Staff may rely upon and what its concerns are, based upon 
the Staff’s questioning in the testimony of Peter and B.P. (“Pete”) Huddleston, Peter’s father. 
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Because HudCo and Peter Huddleston have done nothing wrong and because of 

the profound adverse impact that even a settled civil or administrative enforcement 

action would have on them both professionally and, in Peter’s case, personally, they are 

committed to defending themselves vigorously, even if doing so means litigating against 

the Commission or the Staff.  But the fact that the Huddlestons could and would 

successfully defend against the contemplated charges will never remedy the harm 

resulting from those charges being brought in the first place.  Accordingly, the 

Huddlestons request that this matter be terminated as to them with no enforcement 

recommendation or action. 

SUMMARY OF POSITION 

The Huddlestons did not aid and abet or cause any securities law violation.  

Indeed, they had absolutely no incentive to do so and had every incentive not to do so.  

They have spent the last 40 years building a pristine reputation for service to the oil and 

gas community and the public.  The Huddlestons cooperated fully with both El Paso's 

internal investigation of reserve reporting and with the Staff's investigative efforts.  They 

were engaged in no joint venture or other business that depended on the success of 

any El Paso securities issue, or of El Paso generally, for its success.  By the standards 

of the Society of Petroleum Engineers (“SPE”), and indeed by any rational standard, 

they were plainly independent of El Paso.  The revenue stream contributed by the El 

Paso business was in itself modest and a small fraction of the Huddlestons’ yearly 

income or net worth. 

The Staff’s recommendation is premised on the notion that reserve engineers are 

accountants.  But they are not.  Unlike accounting, which looks at what has occurred, 

reserve engineers estimate what is expected to occur, and theirs is an inexact science 
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requiring compounded judgments based on limited data.  This inherent uncertainty of 

reserve estimation caused the SEC to reject use of reserve recognition accounting in 

1981 and instead to require reporting of proved reserves and present value estimates 

as unaudited supplemental information to a reporting entity’s financial statements.  

Honest, good faith diligent reserve estimates of the same properties conducted at the 

same time by sets of qualified engineers vary significantly, and estimates vary even 

more when compared from year to year.  Correspondingly, academic and SEC studies 

consistently demonstrate that investors place their trust in known facts such as actual 

production, pricing and book values, not reserve estimates.  Unlike financial statements, 

which Regulation S-X requires to be certified by accountants, oil and gas exploration 

and production companies are not required to either use or refer to the work of outside 

reserve engineers, who therefore lack the leverage that accountants have to effectively 

require reporting entities to adopt or modify accounting procedures – even particular 

entries such as loss reserves. 

Even without the responsibility or leverage of a financial auditor, the Huddlestons 

nevertheless were able to persuade Coastal Corporation (“Coastal”) and El Paso 

Corporation (“El Paso”) to substantially moderate their reserve bookings through moral 

suasion, both generally and within the “suspect” areas that seem to be the Staff’s focus.  

By El Paso’s own admission, in the three years preceding the EOY 2003 reserve write-

down, the reserve estimation process resulted in the write-down of 1.7 TCF of reserves  

– roughly equal to the EOY 2003 write-down.  The Huddlestons brought to El Paso’s 

attention, in 1999 (through Coastal) and again in 2003, the company’s tendency to 

aggressively book reserves.  In the specific areas that seem to be of concern to the 
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Staff, the Huddlestons caused substantial initial and continuing reduction in the reserve 

estimates prior to EOY 2003.  These reductions were achieved in significant part 

because the Huddlestons well exceeded their professional responsibilities, spending 

hundreds to thousands of hours on each EOY report and investigating base-line data in 

a very high percentage of audited properties.  This high degree of professionalism 

explains, in part, why the SEC, the U.S. Department of Justice and even HudCo’s 

successor as El Paso’s auditor – Ryder Scott – have all retained the Huddlestons to act 

as experts on their behalf. 

Under these circumstances, it is apparent that the Commission or the Staff 

simply could not meet the scienter and other proof requirements of the enforcement 

actions that the Staff intends to recommend.  It is highly doubtful that the Commission or 

the Staff would be able to meet the basic requirements for proof of an underlying fraud, 

in part because of the paucity of factual basis and in part because of El Paso’s 

consistent warnings to the market about the volatility of reserve estimates.  It is even 

more unlikely that the Commission or the Staff could prove that the Huddlestons had the 

requisite actual knowledge of the fraud or an intent to “cast their lot” with El Paso in the 

purported fraud.  Nor is there a basis for a cease and desist order against the 

Huddlestons in light of, among other things, the record of their diligence, their 

adherence to all applicable standards of care, and the total absence of intent to commit 

fraud on their part.  Finally, Rule 102(e) sanctions are inappropriate here, not just 

because the factual record is devoid of any proof of “improper conduct” by the 

Huddlestons, but because the claims would for the most part be barred by the 
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applicable statute of limitations and because, as it applies to reserve engineers, 

Rule 102(e)’s well-established constitutional infirmity has not been cured. 

The United States Attorney’s Office (USAO) for the Southern District of Texas 

initiated its own investigation of the El Paso reserve write-downs.  In July 2004, it 

subpoenaed the same records that came to be subpoenaed later by the Staff and 

issued subpoenas to El Paso as well.  In March 2005, the USAO conducted a day-long 

interview of Peter Huddleston and many interviews of El Paso employees highly placed 

in management or in the reserve estimation process.  After an investigation that 

spanned nearly a year, the USAO determined that it was not appropriate to press 

charges against anyone associated with the formulation of El Paso’s reserve estimates.  

The Commission and the Staff should now reach the same conclusion. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

I. THE HUDDLESTONS HAVE A LONG HISTORY OF EXPERTISE AND 
DEDICATION TO THE PUBLIC TRUST AND TO ADVANCING THE ART OF 
RESERVE ENGINEERING, SO MUCH SO THAT THE COMMISSION ITSELF 
HAS RETAINED THEM AS EXPERT WITNESSES IN THE FIELD 

Pete Huddleston is the co-founder and Chairman of HudCo.  Pete and his wife, 

Flossie, formed and have co-owned HudCo since 1967.  Pete has been licensed by the 

Texas Board of Professional Engineers since 1964 and has conducted reserve 

engineering since that time. 

Pete Huddleston served on the SEC’s Oil and Gas Advisory Committee from 

1979 through 1980 and the FASB—Oil and Gas Task Group for 1979 through 1981.3  

HudCo largely financed the drafting and publication of the initial SPE Standards for the 

                                            
3 The SPE standards were initially adopted in 1977 but revised in 2001 to make them compatible with the 
joint SPE/World Petroleum Council definitions for petroleum reserves. 
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Estimation of Petroleum Reserves in the late 1970s.  (Pete Huddleston Tr. at 71/5-12, 

147/14-24, 150/5-10.)  Pete Huddleston received the SPE’s Economic and Evaluation 

Award in 2001 and the AIME Economics Award in 2002. 

From 1981 through 1998, Pete taught petroleum engineering to students at 

Texas A&M University and donated sums far exceeding his salary back to the 

University.  He has trained roughly 15% of the petroleum engineers currently practicing 

in the United States.  Pete has testified as an expert in over 200 cases on oil and gas 

matters since 1978 and has published more than 142 articles on various aspects of the 

oil and gas reserve business.  He has made presentations to virtually every entity 

whose work touches or concerns reserve reporting, including the SEC. 

Peter Huddleston, Pete and Flossie’s son, led the El Paso and Coastal reserve 

reviews under Pete’s guidance during the operative time period.  He obtained his 

petroleum engineering degree from Texas A&M in 1980, is licensed by the Texas Board 

of Professional Engineers, is a member of the SPE, and serves on the Texas A&M 

Petroleum Engineering Industry Board and on the Advisory Board of the Bush School of 

Government and Public Service.  The Commission requested that Peter serve as an 

expert on its behalf in SEC v. KS Resources, CV-95-8608 WDK (AJWx) (C.D. Cal. 

Dec. 19, 1995), and SEC v. Environmental Energy Inc., CV 98-6060CM (BQrx) (C.D. 

Cal. July 28, 1998).  He testified on behalf of the United States Department of Justice 

with respect to reserve issues (United States v. Seigel, CR-99-507-ER (C.D. Cal. 

July 30, 2001)) and was retained by the reparations commission of the United Nations 

to estimate the loss of reserves caused by Iraq’s attack on neighboring Kuwait during 

1991.  He has served as an expert in more than 25 cases. 
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Since 1967, the Huddlestons have completed more than 12,000 reserve reports 

for public and private clients, banks, and financiers.  Their estimates have been 

accepted for every purpose for which such reports are ordinarily prepared.  Until this 

investigation, no government or regulatory entity, professional licensing authority, 

customer, lender, financier, or investor has ever complained about the substance or 

technique of a Huddleston reserve estimate or audit. 

The Huddlestons separate their reserve engineering work from their exploration 

and production activities, with HudCo handling all reserve work and Peter Paul 

Petroleum Co. (“PPPCo”) doing exploration.  PPPCo currently owns interests in more 

than 2,500 properties and 525,000 mineral acres.  PPPCo has been entrusted with the 

management of hundreds of millions of dollars by individual and institutional investors.  

In the more than 30 years it has been involved with private partnerships in the oil and 

gas exploration and production business, it has never fielded a complaint by any 

governmental or regulatory entity or any partner concerning the partnerships, much less 

one concerning its honesty or integrity.  Not one of the more than 400 partners with 

whom it has been affiliated has ever asked to withdraw from a partnership, and many of 

the partnership interests involved have passed to second- or third-generation owners. 

The Huddlestons’ orientation is reflected in their cooperation throughout this 

investigation by the Staff and beforehand.  They met not once, but twice with the 

attorneys at Haynes and Boone who were retained by the audit committee to assess El 

Paso’s handling of the reserve estimation process and whose investigation was tainted 

in many respects.  For example, the Haynes and Boone attorneys violated the 
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confidential nature of the investigation by contacting another HudCo customer to advise 

it that the Huddlestons were “in trouble” with respect to their investigation. 

The Huddlestons also fully cooperated with the Staff.  They produced more than 

255,000 pages of documentation in response to the Staff’s subpoena.  In addition to 

researching all electronic files on their existing computer systems, the Huddlestons 

retrieved and recaptured data from 95 tapes used to “back up” their system and 

conducted a word-based search of HudCo files using 397 different word search prompts 

associated with El Paso.  Peter Huddleston spent three and one-half days, and 

Pete Huddleston a full day, answering the Staff’s questions relating to the audit process.  

All of this effort, of course, consumed a great deal of time, effort and money. 

In short, these are a family and company that have spent the past 40 years 

serving the public and developing a pristine reputation for preeminence, high quality, 

and expertise in the field of reserve reporting.  There is no rational reason for believing, 

as the Staff apparently does, that HudCo and Peter Huddleston suddenly became 

bumbling incompetents, to the point of extreme recklessness, or worse, decided to 

forsake the reputation they had worked hard to build over four decades to become 

knowing participants in El Paso’s alleged fraud.  As detailed below, that the Staff takes 

this position is particularly puzzling given the small portion of the Huddlestons’ revenue 

or net worth attributable to their reserves reporting work for El Paso.  In short, the 

Huddlestons had no economic or other motive to facilitate any wrongdoing at El Paso 

and had every incentive to do – and in fact did do – the same high-quality work that they 

had done for Coastal, El Paso and countless other customers over the previous four 

decades. 
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II. THE HUDDLESTONS’ WORK FOR COASTAL AND THEN EL PASO WAS 
CONSISTENTLY CAREFUL AND STUDIED 

HudCo conducted reserve engineering for Coastal beginning in 1967 and 

continued to do work for El Paso after Coastal merged into El Paso in 2000.  In 

assessing the conduct of any reserve engineer’s actions, it is important to note that a 

substantial difference exists between “estimating” oil and gas reserves and “auditing” 

those reserves.  SPE, Standards for the Estimation of Petroleum Reserves, §§ 1.1, 

2.2(b), (c) (2001) (hereafter, “SPE 2001”).  A Reserve Estimator is “a person who is to 

be in responsible charge for estimating and evaluating reserves and other Reserve 

Information.”  Id. at § 2.2(b).  An auditor, on the other hand, “is a person who is 

designated to be in responsible charge for the conduct of an audit with respect to 

Reserve Information estimated by others.  A Reserve Auditor either may personally 

conduct an audit of Reserve Information or may supervise and approve the conduct of 

an audit by others.”  Id. at § 2.2(c).  In preparing both data and estimates themselves, 

Coastal and El Paso represented and warranted that “all information” provided to 

HudCo was “complete and correct in all material respects and [did] not contain any 

untrue statement of material fact or omit to state a material fact required for [HudCo] to 

perform” its audit.  Attachment 1, Service Agreement by and between Coastal Oil & Gas 

Corporation and Huddleston & Co., Inc. (“Service Agreement”) at Arts. 4-5, Exhibit C 

(Mar. 23, 1998). 

HudCo established a defined procedure for the conduct of reserve estimates at 

Coastal and later at El Paso.  Prior to 1998, a team of engineers headed by 

Pete Huddleston and after 1998 by Peter Huddleston, John Krawtz, and Mark Bunch (all 

widely experienced licensed professional engineers), was engaged to conduct the 
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estimates involved during the fourth quarter of each applicable calendar year.  HudCo 

was not retained to review quarterly reports during the time period in question, nor was 

it engaged to comment on the structure of Coastal’s or El Paso’s engineering group.  

Instead, HudCo was engaged solely to prepare certain estimates for the purpose of 

comparing them with El Paso’s number for the preparation of end-of-year results.  Id.  In 

short, HudCo prepared estimates that were then compared to El Paso’s internal 

estimates and when substantial differences occurred, it sparked debate over the 

method and inputs used in the two respective reserve estimates. 

SPE standards make it clear that as an auditor, rather than estimator, HudCo 

was entitled simply to review “reserve information estimated by others” for its 

reasonableness and the use of accepted methods.  SPE 2001 § 2.2(c).  Yet, despite 

these limitations, HudCo was able to accomplish more, and indeed as much as it could 

have accomplished, given the constraints.  HudCo was provided not only with estimated 

reserves prepared by the El Paso technical staff and the appropriate back-up 

calculations but also with information concerning the location of the wells, well logs, 

production records, pressure tests, maps locating the wells to be estimated, material 

balance information and other similar data.  In an extraordinarily high percentage of 

cases, HudCo developed from this information its own independent estimates of 

reserves for the properties audited.  The work was typically done onsite, as is not 

uncommon in the oil and gas industry for a project of this magnitude,4 and HudCo would 

record its reserve estimates in the ARIES software system used by El Paso to house 

information.  Throughout its tenure as a reserve estimate auditor, HudCo worked closely 

                                            
4 At the time of the audits, El Paso typically had nearly 10,000 wells within its database. 
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with Steve Hendrickson, Frank Falleri, Charlie Latch, Joe Mills, Ace Alexander, 

Jim Flynn and Bill Donnelly, and it was these individuals who were in charge of the 

Coastal and El Paso reserve groups.  It was these individuals with whom the 

Huddlestons worked to obtain reserve information and reconcile reserve estimates, and 

none of them has been charged with manipulating reserves or any wrongdoing of any 

kind. 

From 1967 through 1997, HudCo performed the reserves estimates for Coastal, 

and these estimates were reported in its SEC filings.  In 1998, however, HudCo was 

tasked to (1) perform estimates for the purpose of an audit rather than perform 

estimates that would themselves be reported and (2) ensure that no engineer working 

on Coastal (or later El Paso) did work for another company having interests in that 

same well.  Attachment 1 (Service Agreement) at Arts. 4, 15.  Prior to 1998, HudCo 

ensured that the reserve estimates for joint working interest owners in the same well 

were identical, but after 1998 it could not continue that task because of its newly-defined 

role.  Id. at 15. 

After HudCo completed its reserve estimates for a year end, it submitted them to 

Coastal or El Paso management.  If management disagreed with HudCo’s estimates, 

then, as is the norm in the industry, HudCo permitted company engineers to present 

additional information they believed HudCo had not yet considered.  In some cases, this 

information caused HudCo to revise its numbers, but in most cases it did not.  HudCo 

produced both a summary letter of its estimate of proved reserves as well as a “line 

item” report showing the estimates for each of the properties upon which it had 

performed work.  Its efforts were consistently well-documented – HudCo produced to 
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the Staff more than 255,000 pages of data and work product relating to its audits from 

1997 to 2003.5 

Both by adherence to Generally Accepted Engineering Principles (“GAEP”)  and 

by contract, all of the Huddlestons’ work for Coastal and later El Paso was strictly 

confidential, and the Huddlestons were precluded from using the information for a 

purpose other than as directed by the client.  SPE 2001 at § 4.5; Attachment 1 (Service 

Agreement) at Art. 14B. 

No HudCo reserve figures were ever reported to the investing public.  At no time 

did HudCo give input into, or have any control over, the calculation of Coastal’s or El 

Paso’s historic cost figures, full cost ceiling calculations, depreciation, depletion and 

amortization figures or any other accounting calculation or data used to determine 

earnings or any other accounting matter reported to the public. 

III. EL PASO’S WRITE-DOWN OF PROVED RESERVES IN FEBRUARY 2004 

In February 2004, El Paso wrote down its proved reserves by 34.9% – 

1,824 BCFe – from a starting balance of 5,233 BCFe.  The Staff appears to believe that 

preexisting reserve numbers were “wrong” and subsequent estimates “right” and 

reasons from this premise that El Paso’s earlier financial statements must necessarily 

have substantially and intentionally overstated its assets or earnings.  By the same 

token, the Staff also apparently infers from the write-down that HudCo’s audit of El 

                                            
5 Some criticism by the Staff is implicit in its questioning of the Huddlestons about their recordkeeping 
practices.  The Huddlestons’ recordkeeping well exceeded its contractual requirements with Coastal and 
El Paso, which required only that the Huddlestons keep their work for three years after completion.  
Attachment 1 (Service Agreement) at Art. 8D.  The SPE provides no guidelines on the length of time a 
reserve auditor should retain its records.  SPE 2001 at § 6.5.  Rule 4-10 of Regulation S-X does not 
speak to the existence of outside reserve auditors or set any specific recordkeeping requirements for 
them. 
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Paso’s reserve estimates must have been “botched” in contravention of GAEP and that 

HudCo and Peter Huddleston therefore engaged in improper professional conduct. 

With due respect to the obviously substantial effort the Staff has made to 

understand this complex science, the Huddlestons believe the Staff’s analysis suffers 

from three pervasive errors:  (1) treating reserve engineers as though they were 

financial accounting auditors for public companies, (2) treating reserve estimates as 

though they were historic accounting numbers, and (3) treating reserve revisions as 

though they involve the extinguishment of assets when, in fact, they are changes in the 

perception of recoverability having little financial effect or materiality.  When these 

misperceptions are corrected, it becomes apparent that the Huddlestons complied with 

all applicable GAEP (as did their audit work) and that they did not engage in any 

improper professional conduct. 

It has also become apparent that the Staff presumed the write-down not only to 

be correct, but also to be in good faith, when substantial reason exists to believe 

otherwise.  The reserve write-downs of 2004 point not to fraudulent preexisting reserves 

but to opportunistic earnings manipulation by El Paso’s newly-enshrined management.  

Academic literature documents the strong tendency of newly-appointed management to 

“take a bath” on discretionary write-downs so that subsequent earnings will outperform 

expectations.  Suzanne Sevin, Earnings Management: Evidence from SFAS No. 142 

Reporting, MANAGERIAL AUDITING J., Vol. 20, No. 1 at 47 (Jan. 2005) (finding statistical 

data strongly supported discretionary write-downs of goodwill by new management 

under the “take a bath” theory); David Aboody & Ron Kasznik, CEO Stock Option 

Awards and the Timing of Corporate Voluntary Disclosures, J. ACCT. & ECON., Vol. 29, 
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No. 1 at 1 (2000) (“Overall, our findings provide evidence that CEOs of firms with 

scheduled awards make opportunistic voluntary disclosures that maximize their stock 

option compensation … by delaying good news and rushing forward bad news ….”).  

Former Commission Chairman Arthur Levitt has recognized and validated these 

findings: 

Companies remain competitive by regularly assessing the efficiency and 
profitability of their operations.  Problems arise, however, when we see 
large charges associated with companies restructuring.  These charges 
help companies "clean up" their balance sheet -- giving them a so-called 
"big bath." 

Why are companies tempted to overstate these charges?  When 
earnings take a major hit, the theory goes Wall Street will look beyond a 
one-time loss and focus only on future earnings. 

And if these charges are conservatively estimated with a little extra 
cushioning, that so-called conservative estimate is miraculously reborn as 
income when estimates change or future earnings fall short. 

Arthur Levitt, “The Numbers Game,” remarks delivered at the New York Center for Law 

and Business, Sept. 28, 1998 (http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/speecharchive/1998/spch220.txt). 

El Paso’s own announcements before and after the write-down make it plain that 

its management consciously “took a bath” by overstating reserve reductions.  El  Paso 

hired Doug Foshee to be its CEO in September of 2003, granting to him 1 million stock 

options at the company’s then trading price of $7.34 per share, and another 

1 million shares of restricted stock.6 These incentives dwarfed Mr. Foshee’s annual 

salary of $900,000, and his choice to weight compensation for its “upside” potential is 

not surprising.  A previous study of Mr. Foshee’s management of Nuevo Exploration 

during 1997 through 2000 described it as “hav[ing] a high degree of risk tolerance.  

                                            
6 El Paso Corp., Definitive Proxy Statement (Form 14A), at 22 (2004). 
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They are willing to accept the downside risk of additional volatility in the incentive plan if 

doing so means getting a significant share of the upside.”  John McCormack & Ian Gow, 

EVA in the E & P Industry, the Case of Nuevo Energy, J. APPLIED CORP. FIN., Vol. 13, 

No. 4 at 76, 79 (Winter 2001).  El Paso announced stock option awards, and the setting 

of prices for those awards – perhaps prophetically – on April 1 of each year.  On April 1, 

2004 (a month and a half after the reserves were written down), Foshee was granted an 

additional 187,500 options at the strike price of $7.09 (a price the Staff believes was 

influenced downward by reserve revision announcements). 

When El Paso announced the reserve revision, it told the market that the revision 

would cause future earnings to increase.  “The restatement will result in a lower 

depletion rate and reduced exposure to ceiling test charges in the future than would 

have been the case absent the restatement.”7  Indeed, the write-down has had precisely 

the effect  promised, and El Paso’s management has used the floor of reserves set in 

2004 to tout the company’s improved earnings and reserve additions.  Phoenix Rising, 

Interview of Doug Foshee, OIL & GAS INVESTOR, April 2006 (“…we reported our year end 

reserves, which were up 22% at an all-in finding and development cost of $2.36 and a 

significantly increased reserve life.”  …  The most important thing that will happen for us 

in 2006 is a year of achievement in E&P.”); Doug Foshee, President & CEO, The 

Turnaround is Over, HOUSTON PLANNING FORUM, June 21, 2006, at 14 (“E&P EBITDA up 

20%+ year-to year, Annual average production volumes up 8 to 11%, Reserve growth of 

5 to 10%”).  Days ago, the company touted its “Rapidly Improving E&P Business,” 

claiming that its finding and development costs were “competitive given nine year 

                                            
7 El Paso Corp., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 53 (Sept. 30, 2004). 
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reserve to production ratio” and stating that earnings were “among most profitable of 

industry peers.”  Comments of Douglas Foshee, Webcast, 37th Annual Bank of America 

Investment Conference, Sept. 18, 2007, slides 15-17 (emphasis added). 

Mr. Foshee’s compensation has dramatically risen precisely as would be 

predicted by the construction of an artificially low starting point.  The options granted 

him in 2003 and 2004 (including those scheduled to vest) are now worth over 

$11.8 million.8  In short, the reserve write-downs were taken not because EOY 2002 

reserve estimates were “wrong” but because management wanted to establish an 

artificially low hurdle to ensure that it would fully exploit its stock-based incentives. 

DISCUSSION 

I. RESERVE ENGINEERS ARE NOT FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AUDITORS BY 
RULE OR FUNCTION 

Reserve engineers lack the regulatory authority or responsibilities of 

accountants.  As the Staff is well aware, “[v]arious provisions of the federal securities 

statutes mandate that financial statements incorporated in Commission filings be 

certified by an independent public or certified accountant.”  In the Matter of Ernst & 

Young LLP, Init. Dec. Rel. No. 249, Admin. Proc. File No. 3-10933, slip op. at 27 

(Apr. 16, 2004).  Because “Congress granted the independent auditor an important 

public trust in the framework it enacted for the federal regulation of securities” and 

because reporting entities are required to have certified financial statements, 

accountants have been referred to as “gatekeepers” to the public securities markets.  Id.  

Reserves, however, are part of unaudited supplementary financial information, and oil 

                                            
8 El Paso Corp., Proxy Statement (Form Def. 14A), at 48 (Mar. 27, 2007). 
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and gas companies are not required to seek or to report the opinion of an outside 

reserve engineering firm. 

The requirement that reporting entities have GAAP-certified financial statements 

gives the accounting firms that audit them enormous clout over the reporting entities’ 

decisions.  If an accounting firm refuses to sign off on or issue a clean audit opinion on 

financial books and records, the result is most likely late-filed or unfiled quarterly or 

year-end reports, because no legitimate accounting firm can be hired, be brought up to 

speed and certify the company’s financial records after such withdrawal.  These failures 

to file often trigger default on bond or bank debt of the reporting entity, which in turn 

may cost tens of millions of dollars to remedy.  See, e.g., Key Energy Servs., Inc., 

Current Report (Form 8-K), at Ex. 99.1 (Oct. 19, 2006).  Accounting firms and reporting 

entities know of this leverage, and accounting firms can and often do use it to effectively 

mandate that a reporting entity change its accounting procedures or particular entries, 

including loss reserves and the like. 

Reserve engineers have no such responsibility or power.  Unlike financial 

accounting auditors, they are not ― by law, custom, or otherwise ― gatekeepers.  Oil 

and gas exploration companies are not required to report the results of outside reserve 

engineers or even to retain them.  Rather, Regulation S-X, Rule  4-10 merely requires 

that reserves be reported in a certain manner.  See 17 C.F.R. § 210.4-10 (2007).9  

Thus, if a producer comes to strongly disagree with the results of the outside engineer’s 

work, it may dismiss the engineer and report its own estimate without even mentioning 

                                            
9 Several oil and gas exploration companies report reserves without reference to the work of an outside 
reserve engineer at all.  See, e.g., Exxon Mobil Corp., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 88 (Feb. 28, 2007); 
Chevron Corp., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at FS-70 (Feb. 28, 2007); Apache Corp., Annual Report 
(Form 10-K), at F-46 (Mar. 1, 2007). 
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an outside reserve engineer.  The regulatory scheme leaves reserve engineers with 

little authority other than moral suasion.  Moreover, a reserves auditor, if one is used, 

has no control over the way reserve data is used by the reporting firm in compiling 

reported financial calculations.  The key components of earnings, namely the calculation 

of depletion, depreciation and amortization (or “DD&A” charges that are the cost 

component of the reporting entity’s earnings calculation), are controlled entirely by the 

reporting entity without input from the reserves auditor. 

The Staff apparently believes that HudCo should have invoked leverage against 

Coastal or El Paso that it never had.  Worse, it has concluded that the Huddlestons 

aided and abetted or caused securities law violations because they failed to use power 

they never had.  Although the Huddlestons achieved substantial continuing moderation 

of the El Paso reserves in each of the three years before they were replaced, they did 

so purely through moral suasion and by escalating issues within company management, 

where appropriate. 

We also infer from the tenor of some of its questioning that the Staff believes that 

GAEP are as detailed and provide the same quality of guidance to reserve engineer 

auditors that GAAP provide to financial accounting auditors.  This is not so.  FASB 

pronouncements, AICPA standards and other provisions of GAAP and GAAS cover 

4,000 pages and provide detailed guidance to management, internal accountants, and 

external auditors for virtually every foreseeable nuance of financial reporting.  By sharp 

contrast, SPE guidelines covering oil and gas reserve engineering cover 18 pages and 

make the indeterminate nature of the art apparent.  Regulation S-X covers 100 pages 

within the Code of Federal Regulations, but the portion of Rule 4-10 relating to reserve 
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estimation covers less than three pages and is explicitly open-ended, containing mostly 

definitions of permissible inputs into reserve calculations.  Compare 17 C.F.R. § 210.1-

01 et seq. (1985) with 17 C.F.R. § 210.4-10. (2007).  Both Rule 4-10 and the SPE 

Standards describe basic decision-making parameters that reserve estimators or 

auditors are to use, but they do not, and cannot, describe how data is to be interpreted, 

weighted and used to create final reserve estimates. 

Finally, by their terms, independence rules applied to accountants do not apply to 

reserve engineers.  In the wake of the Enron failure and ensuing losses, Congress 

reaffirmed the role of accountants as gatekeepers to the securities market.  In particular, 

the very close business and non-business connections between Arthur Andersen, 

Enron’s outside accounting firm, and Enron caused Congress to ask the SEC to further 

expand and refine conflict-of-interest rules for accountants.  Strengthening the 

Commission’s Requirements Regarding Auditor Independence, Securities Act Release 

Nos. 33-8183 et seq. (Final Rule Jan. 28, 2003).  The resulting independence 

requirements for auditors are extensive but apply only to those who perform financial 

“audits.” 17 C.F.R. § 210.2-01 (2007).  The term “audit,” in turn, is defined by 

Regulation S-X as an examination of the “financial statements by an independent 

accountant in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles ….”  17 C.F.R. 

§ 210.1-02 (2007).  With respect to reserve engineers, the SEC has adopted no such 

independence rules.  While the SPE does have far less detailed independence 

guidelines, they are merely aspirational.  As we detail below, though the SPE’s 

independence guidelines are not binding, the Huddlestons nevertheless fully complied 

with them. 
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II. RESERVES ARE SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF WHAT IS EXPECTED TO 
OCCUR, NOT STATEMENTS OF EVENTS THAT HAVE OCCURRED 

Ordinarily, the Commission investigates whether a reporting entity has properly 

accounted for and stated some feature of its earnings or cost structure.  In these 

investigations, the Commission has the benefit of knowing what has occurred and can 

compare it to what should have been reported to see if fraud was present.  GAEP make 

clear that reserve engineering is not like accounting because it involves an opinion 

about what the reporting entity expects will occur in the future based upon a complex 

set of calculations. 

Although these generally accepted petroleum engineering and evaluation 
principles are predicated on established scientific concepts, the 
application of such principles involves extensive judgments and is subject 
to changes in (i) existing knowledge and technology; (ii) economic 
conditions; (iii) applicable statutory and regulatory provisions and (iv) the 
purposes for which the Reserve information is to be used ….  Reserve 
Information is imprecise due to the inherent uncertainties in, and the 
limited nature of, the database upon which the estimating and auditing of 
Reserve information is predicated. 

SPE 2001, §§ 1.2, 1.3 (2001).  “Since reserves are only estimates, such cannot be 

audited for the purpose of verifying exactness.”  Id. at § 6.1.  Thus, to be successful in a 

civil action, the Commission would be required to prove that El Paso created fraudulent 

estimates and that the Huddlestons actually knew (as opposed to being negligently or 

even recklessly unaware) that these estimates were fraudulent (see infra at 48-49) and 

that the Huddlestons failed to perform a function – verifying exactness – that GAEP say 

cannot be done; this is an intrinsically difficult standard to meet, but particularly so when 

the estimates are as complex as those involved here. 
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A. Professionally Competent Good Faith Reserve Estimates Often 
Produce Widely Divergent Results 

Oil and gas wells are typically drilled in diameters of less than 10” and as many 

as five miles deep.  They may drain as little as a few acres of surrounding subsurface 

area to as many as a thousand acres or more.  While no one can precisely know the 

condition of rock around the wellbore, let alone the condition of rock 40 to 1,000 acres 

surrounding the wellbore, the reserve engineer must use available data to estimate the 

characteristics of the rock near the wellbore owned by the reporting entity. 

While there are five methods of reserve analysis recognized in professional 

literature, a brief analysis of the complexities of what is arguably the “simplest” of these 

reserve methods illustrates the inherently uncertain nature of ascertaining proved 

reserves. 

The volumetric method uses the following formula and is typically employed after 

a well is drilled but before sufficient production history exists to establish a production 

decline curve. 

Gas Reservoirs 
GIP = 1546Φ(1-Sw)/Tz 
 
Gp = GIPAh(RF) 
 
Oil Reservoirs 
Oip = 7758Φ(1-Sw)/Bo 
 
Op = OIPAh(RF) 
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Where: 
A - Areal extent (acres) 
Bo - Oil formation volume factor (reservoir barrel/stock tank barrel) 
GIP - Gas in place (Mcf/acre-foot) 
Gp - Recoverable gas (Mcf) 
h - average reservoir thickness (feet) 
Oip - Oil in place (barrels/acre-foot) 
Op - Recoverable oil (barrels) 
RF - Recovery factor (decimal) 
Sw - Water Saturation (decimal) 
T - Reservoir temperature (°Rankine) 
z - Gas deviation factor or compressibility factor 
Φ - Porosity (decimal) 

The reserve engineer must review a “log” lowered through the wellbore that takes 

readings that are reflected in a series of irregular lines tied to the depth of the wellbore 

in which the readings have been taken to determine the number of feet of “pay” – 

hydrocarbon-bearing rock.  Attachment 2.  The readings produced by the log are also 

used to determine porosity and water saturation.  Thus, even the “simplest” of reserve 

calculations requires the reserve engineer to make many different judgments about the 

character of rock located many thousands of feet beneath the surface of the earth.  

Differences in judgments of as little as 5 to 10% about feet of pay, resistivity, areal 

drainage, porosity or formation water resistivity can create massive differences in the 

final estimate of reserves.  See Attachment 3 (changes in assumptions of 10% or less in  

volumetric calculation inputs result in total variance of 71%).  Historically, 

even with the best of core and log data in rather uniform reservoirs, it is 
doubtful that the initial gas in place can be calculated more accurately 
than about 5% and the figure will range upward to 100% or higher 
depending on the uniformity of the reservoir and quantity and quality of the 
data available. 

B.C. CRAFT & M.F. HAWKINS, APPLIED PETROLEUM RESERVOIR ENGINEERING 47 (1st Ed., 

1959). 
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Even estimates done by qualified engineers of mature producing properties 

containing multiple wells and long production histories vary widely.  The Staff appears to 

believe that if 20 reserve engineers were handed the same data set, their resulting 

reserve estimates would vary from one another by only a modest amount.  This is 

simply not reality, and that fact is recognized by agencies of the United States 

government as well as academic treatments of the subject. 

The Energy Information Agency of the United States Department of Energy is the 

entity responsible for “providing objective, timely and relevant data, analysis and 

projections for the Department of Energy, other government agencies, the United States 

Congress and the public.”  Annual Energy Outlook – 2004:  Hearing Before the Senate 

Comm. on Energy and Natural Resources, 108th Cong. 1 (2004) (statement of 

Guy Caruso, Administrator).  In referring to El Paso and Shell write-downs of 2003 and 

2004, the EIA noted that 

These recalculations are notably large; however, companies revise 
reserve estimates from time to time.  Revisions occur due to the inherent 
difficulty of precisely defining the concept of proved reserves and to the 
methodological difficulty of estimating proved reserves, because this 
estimation is subject to uncertainty even with improvements in technology. 

Id. (emphasis added).  Estimates of the nation’s natural gas reserves by the United 

States Geological Survey and the Potential Gas Committee of the Colorado School of 

Mines differ by more than 55 trillion cubic feet or over 20% of the American reserve 

base (322 vs. 266.2 TCF).  David Morehouse, The Intricate Puzzle of Oil and Gas 

Reserves Growth, U.S. ENERGY INFO. ADMIN. NAT. GAS MONTHLY, July 1997, at xiii. 

These substantial differences in oil and gas reserve estimates are simply a byproduct of 

the science and do not imply the existence of fraud; to the contrary, they vitiate any 

inference of fraud from the write-down that occurred here. 
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The variability of good faith oil and gas reserve estimates is repeatedly 

demonstrated in results of reserve work done in oil and gas “data rooms.”  When oil and 

gas exploration and production companies wish to sell properties, they open a data 

room containing well log, production and other raw data of the kind ordinarily used by 

reserve engineers to make end-of-year estimates for reporting purposes.  Invitees 

review the information and bid on the properties offered for sale.  Despite the fact that 

interested purchasers send the engineers most familiar with the properties and are 

similarly motivated to obtain the “best deal,” resulting bids often vary by as much as 

100%.  Bids on one large south Texas property in the mid-1990s varied from a low of 

$425 million to a high of $760 million, or by a factor of 1.78 to 1.  These data room 

outcomes highlight the impossibility of inferring fraud merely because a new reserves 

auditor, arriving at the scene long after the fact, comes up with different reserve 

estimates – even substantially different reserve estimates – than the original auditor. 

B. Reserve Estimates Done over Time Reflect Even Larger Changes 
Because Data Inputs to the Reserve Calculations Change 

Bids from data room participants are static comparisons – engineers view the 

same raw data at the same time under identical economic conditions.  Comparing end-

of-year results from one year to the next (the situation facing the Staff here) is even 

more complex because each year adds production, developmental, and performance 

data.  During a given year, a company may produce 20% or more of its reserve base, 

so the question becomes whether new wells have replaced the reserves existing at the 

end of the previous year.  This problem was particularly acute for El Paso reserve 

analysts because it often produced 20% or more of its reserve base in an existing year 
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and had one of the largest domestic drilling budgets in the United States during these 

periods.  Attachment 4. 

Academic analysis of the history of reserve estimation indicates that substantial 

year-to-year shifts in reserve estimates are the norm, not the exception.  The first 

extensive study on the subject was conducted in 1980 and covered all reporting oil and 

gas exploration and production companies.  It indicated that substantial year-to-year 

revisions, on the order of -82% to +37% of the previous year’s reserve quantity, were 

common and that a standard deviation in the pool of 17% in annual revisions was 

present.  Stanley P. Porter, HIGHLIGHTS OF A STUDY OF THE SUBJECTIVITY OF RESERVE 

ESTIMATES AND ITS RELATION TO FINANCIAL REPORTING 4 (Tulsa, Arthur Young & 

Company, 1980).  The study concluded, inter alia, that “[r]evisions in reserves are a 

common occurrence and are a result of the subjective judgment process involved and 

are not an indictment of the estimator.”  Id.  Of 380 fields tested over a six-year period, 

73% contained at least four revisions and 95% at least one revision.  Id. at 33.  In over 

38% of the 178 instances studied, companies reversed the direction of their revisions on 

the same field from year to year.  Id. 

A follow-on study for the period 1985 through 1994 re-tested the data to 

determine whether scientific and technical advances had reduced reserve variability.  It 

concluded that for 239 firms over a ten-year period, the worldwide absolute year-to-year 

revisions in reserves versus beginning-of-year numbers averaged a mean of 7.33% and 

at a standard deviation of 12.42%.  Nasser Spear, An Empirical Examination of the 

Reliability of Proved Reserve Quantity Data, PETROLEUM ACCT. & FIN. MGMT. J., Vol. 18, 

No. 2 at 1, 4 (Summer 1999).  This most recent study concluded that “[w]hile the 
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empirical analysis revealed that there is a high degree of uncertainty in the reserve 

estimates the analysis showed that the reserve estimates contain a low level of bias the 

entire sample period.”  Id. at 21 (emphasis added). 

There are numerous meaningful anecdotal examples of year-to-year reserve 

revisions,10 but two are explained here because they involve Ryder Scott – an 

organization that the Staff evidently believes employed practices that are free from 

criticism.11  First, in 1997 and 1998, El Paso had yet to merge with Coastal, and HudCo 

had no connection to the formulation of El Paso’s reserve estimates – they were audited 

by Ryder Scott.  In 1998 and 1999, El Paso’s EOY estimate of discounted future net 

value from proved reserves was written down by $1.3 billion, or 8.92% of the company’s 

market capital or by a total of 34% from 1997 through 1999.  Attachment 5 (compare 

rows 1 and 3 – FNR undiscounted).  Ryder Scott presumably employed the same 

GAEP in 1997 and 1998 that it used in 2003 and also presumably complied with SEC 

regulations in both years.  No allegations of fraud were made, and no SEC investigation 

was undertaken into these 1997 through 1998 write-downs.  Why?  Because none were 

appropriate.  Even high quality, good faith estimates vary substantially from year to year 

because of the introduction of new development and production data. 

The second example illustrates the difficulty of the reserve engineering task.  In 

1974 through 1975, Ryder Scott did the reserve work for Good Hope Refineries on its 

                                            
10 For example, in 2004, Exxon Mobil Corporation wrote down its reserves of 9.889 BBOE by 
751 MMBOE.  Exxon Mobil Corp., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 88 (Feb. 28, 2007) (EOY 2003 vs. 
2004).  Using standard conversion techniques (1 BOE = 6 MCFE), this was a 4.56-TCF write down – over 
2.68 times the El Paso 2003 reserve write-down.  We have found no record of an investigation or 
threatened action by the SEC against Exxon Mobil. 
11 Ryder Scott has been sued at least twice on claims that it was negligent.  Notably, in each instance, 
Ryder Scott turned to HudCo to represent it as expert. 
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“Lobo” trend properties in Zapata and Webb Counties, Texas.  From February through 

July 1975, Ryder Scott’s “PV 10” estimate of value of its natural gas reserves dropped 

from $219,688,336 to $94,064,435, or by more than 58%.  Good Hope Indus. Inc. v. 

Ryder Scott Co., 389 N.E.2d 76, 79 n.8, 10, 378 Mass. 1 (1979).  Between 1973 and 

1998, however, these properties produced over 3.5 trillion cubic feet of natural gas for 

Good Hope before being sold to Conoco Phillips in 1997 for an additional  $1.1 billion 

on an estimated 2.7 TCF of additional reserves.  See TransAmerican Energy Corp., 

Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 1 (May 5, 1998).12 

The inherent uncertainty of reserve estimation also limits the degree to which a 

reserve auditor’s opinion may influence the client’s estimate.  Though SEC regulations 

permit the booking of only those reserves that are “reasonably certain” to be recovered 

under existing economic and physical conditions, the inherently uncertain and 

judgment-driven character of reserve engineering makes it extraordinarily difficult for 

outside reserve engineers to categorically reject judgments made by experienced 

company engineers as “unreasonable” – especially when they employ the same 

standard estimation tools used by the auditor.  Even assuming, incorrectly, that the 

reserve engineer/auditor has the power to “correct” his client’s estimate of reserves, this 

battle of opinions inherently produces few well-defined “wrong” outcomes that empower 

reserve engineers to do so. 

                                            
12 Good Hope Refineries Inc. changed its name to TransAmerican Natural Gas Company and later to 
TransAmerican Energy Corp. 
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C. El Paso’s Reserve Estimate Revisions Were Not Seen by Investors 
As Financially Material, and for Good Reason 

The EOY 2003 write-downs had virtually no effect upon El Paso’s actual financial 

strength because they merely caused a re-categorization of reserves, and many of 

those “written-off” reserves have returned to El Paso’s books since then. 

El Paso classifies itself as a “Natural Gas-Transmission” firm (SEC Code 4922).  

At the end of 2003, it had four business segments – pipeline ownership and operation, 

merchant energy or trading, field operations and exploration and production.  The 

market’s perception of El Paso as a troubled energy trader like Enron dominated its 

response to El Paso’s reported results.  From 2000 through 2004, El Paso’s stock price 

tracked Enron’s stock price to a stunning degree.  Attachment 6.  From March 2001 to 

June 30, 2003, El Paso’s market capitalization plummeted from $35.1 billion to 

$4.8 billion (86%) despite large additions to proved reserves.  Attachments 5-6. 

It is unclear that investors viewed El Paso’s announced reserve revisions as 

material.  Numerous academic studies of reserve revisions have demonstrated little 

correlation between the amount of stated reserves or revisions in those reserves and 

stock performance.  See: 

• Joseph Maglio, Capital Market Analysis of Reserve Recognition Accounting, 24 
J. ACCT. RES., Supp. 102 (1986) (in general, the results in this paper indicate 
that the RRA data do not measure the market values (and changes in market 
values) of sample firms as predicted by the theory); 

• Greg Clinch & Joseph Maglio, Market Perceptions of Reserve Disclosures 
under SFAS No. 69, 67 THE ACCT. REV., No. 4 at 852 (Oct. 1992) (in a test of 
131 crude oil and natural gas exploration and production companies from 1984 
through 1987, statistically significant correlation existed between production 
and stock price, but “there is little evidence that proved reserves or proved 
developed reserves are informative ….”); 

• Trevor Harris & James Ohlson, Accounting Disclosures and the Market’s 
Valuation of Oil and Gas Properties,  62 THE ACCT. REV., No. 4 at 663 (Oct. 
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1987) (finding relationship between reserve amounts and market values 
“statistically insignificant” and noting that “the market does not rely on quantity 
of proved reserves when valuation measures are available”); 

• Wayne Shaw & Heather Wier, Organizational Form Choice and the Valuation of 
Oil and Gas Producers, 68 THE ACCT. REV., No. 3 at 663 (July 1993) (results 
consistent with Harris and Ohlson – book values are relevant to investors, but 
the “coefficients on the PV and the DIV variables [present value and dividends 
per barrel as measure of economic return] were not significant in any of the 
four years studied, 1985-1988). 

These studies were undertaken of pure exploration and production companies 

(SIC classification 1311), but the association between reserve amounts and market 

valuation or returns is even weaker when tested on companies like El Paso that have 

other large industry components.  Michael Doran, Daniel Collins & Dan Dhaliwal, The 

Information of Historical Cost Earnings Relative to Supplemental Reserve-Based 

Accounting Data in the Extractive Petroleum Industry, 63 THE ACCT. REV., No. 3 at 410-

11 (July 1988); Nasser Spear, The Market Reaction to the Reserve-Based Value 

Replacement Measures of Oil and Gas Producers, 23 J. BUS. FIN. & ACCT., No. 7 at 964 

Table 4 Col. 5. (Sept. 1996) (“This finding suggests that the total change in reserve 

value is not informative, in terms of explaining the unexpected security returns 

surrounding the release week of the annual reports of all O&G Companies.”). 

Indeed, the Commission itself has noted the absence of a connection between 

reserve write-downs and stock performance.  On May 6, 1986, the Commission denied 

the request of various oil and gas producers to temporarily suspend the application of 

Rule 4-10’s cost ceiling test because of the rapidly declining price of oil and natural gas.  

The Office of the Chief Economist of the SEC sought to determine whether the decision 

to retain the cost ceiling test, and the ensuing national average reserve write-down of 

19.4%, caused the drop in share prices that followed the SEC’s announcement.  Office 
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of the Chief Economist of the SEC, The Effects of the SEC’s Full-Cost Ruling and Write-

Downs on Stock Prices of Oil and Gas Firms, at 9 (1986).   The Commission tested the 

market response for 173 oil and gas firms using full-cost accounting and another 47 

firms using successful-efforts accounting and concluded that investors bought or sold 

based upon significant exogenous factors – not reserves.  “[T]he capital market made 

its own stock price write downs in anticipation of reduced earnings as oil prices fell, not 

when the SEC decided to reaffirm a rule which would force some accounting write 

downs.”  Id. at 9.  It will be extraordinarily difficult for the SEC to claim that a reserve 

write-down constituting 4.4% of El Paso’s total book value negatively affected its stock 

prices when its own studies prove that an industry-wide write-down more than four 

times this size had no effect on them. 

Moreover, should an enforcement action be undertaken, the SEC would be 

required to prove materiality in a distinctly “noisy” financial environment for El Paso.  In 

2003, the company took losses of $1.3 billion in connection with its exit from the 

merchant energy business.  When the  2004 revision was finalized, El Paso also 

announced that it had sustained over $700 million in hedging losses, which, unlike the 

reserve revisions, involved hard-cash losses that directly impacted current earnings.13  

The company had also announced that it was leaving the merchant energy market but 

had hundreds of millions of dollars in long-term contracts to conclude – the financial 

impact of which could continue to produce losses if prices changed in the future.  

Further, it is error to assume that investors reacted to the substance of the reserve 

write-down as opposed to the announcement of a revision itself.  A substantial investor 

                                            
13 El Paso Corp., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 1 (Sept. 30, 2004). 
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reaction occurs whenever restatements are made that are related to the fact of 

restatement, not its substance.  E.H. Feroz, K. Park & V.S. Pastena, The Financial 

Market Effect of the SEC’s Accounting and Auditing Enforcement Releases, 29 J. ACCT. 

RES., Supp. 107 at 124 (1991) (“the market reacts negatively to the SEC’s investigation 

even with prior knowledge of the error”) (emphasis in original). 

Finally, unlike other accounting write-downs in which booked assets become 

valueless, when El Paso’s reserve revisions were announced, the proved reserves were 

most likely re-categorized as probable or possible reserves.  The World Petroleum 

Council utilizes a probabilistic rather than determinative measure of reserves, and it 

characterizes “proved” reserves as having a 90% chance of being recovered and 

“probable” reserves a “better than 50%” chance of being recovered.14  Thus, unlike 

ordinary accounting write-downs in which the asset becomes worthless, the lands 

owned by El Paso remained extraordinarily valuable and were more likely than not to 

produce hydrocarbons. The lands owned by El Paso at the end of 2003 had not 

changed, only the company’s published judgment of them had. 

Subsequent reports show that many of the reserves re-booked as “probable” in 

2004 have returned to the “proved” category.  While the Huddlestons have requested, 

but have not been given access to, subsequent EOY “line” reserve reports, the 

subsequent data generated from El Paso’s 10-K reports indicates re-booking of 

reserves as “proved.”  Thirty-six percent of El Paso’s proved reserves are now in the 

“undeveloped” category, as compared to 21% after the EOY 2003 write-down – an 

                                            
14 Standards Pertaining to the Estimating and Auditing of Oil and Gas Reserves Information Approved by 
SPE Board in June 2001, Revision as of Feb. 19, 2007, § 5.8 (“proved plus probable reserves (2P) may 
represent the best estimate for many purposes, including regulatory reporting in some countries”). 
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increase of 71% since 2004.  Attachment 7.  The reserve life indices (which show how 

long reserves will last at current production rates) were at 9.6 and 9.4 years for 2005 

and 2006, respectively, figures that are higher than at any time in which the 

Huddlestons were involved with El Paso.  Id.  Accordingly, the write-down itself was 

arguably incorrect or, at minimum, greatly overstated. 

III. THE STAFF’S CONCERNS WITH RESPECT TO THE HUDDLESTONS, AS WE 
UNDERSTAND THEM, ARE NOT WELL-FOUNDED 

Questioning by the Staff points to concerns over (1) the question of the 

Huddlestons’ independence and (2) reserves reported for the (a) “Castlegate,” (b) “High 

Mountain,” (c) coal bed methane, and (d) “South Texas” properties.  As we now show, 

these concerns are not well-founded.  Because the Staff has declined to identify its 

concerns with any clarity during the Wells process (or otherwise than in questioning 

during testimony), the Huddlestons respectfully request that if the Staff believes there 

are other issues it believes would support an enforcement recommendation, they be 

given the opportunity to address them in writing. 

A. The Huddlestons Substantially Moderated El Paso’s More 
Aggressive Reserve Estimates During the Three Years on Which the 
Staff Has Focused 

The bottom line is that by any objective standard, the Huddlestons did what they 

could, in the most forceful manner they could, to counter Coastal and El Paso’s 

tendency to aggressively book reserves.  When, in 1999, a series of practices by 

Coastal threatened the reserve process, Pete Huddleston brought the matter to the 

highest level of authority on reserve issues at Coastal (COO Rod Erskine) in a written 

letter hand-delivered and secured his agreement that the practices would be stopped.  

(Pete Huddleston Tr. at 45/2-17, Staff Exhibit 208.)  Subsequently, the Huddlestons 
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sought an audience with El Paso CEO Bill Wise to discuss their concerns that reserve 

estimates were too high, but Mr. Wise refused.  (Pete Huddleston Tr. at 192/15–

193/16.)  These efforts to warn El Paso management were all the Huddlestons could 

do.  Unlike financial auditors, reserve engineers do not sit in on Board of Directors and 

Audit Committee meetings, and the Huddlestons were constrained by their contract and 

SPE standards to keep all aspects of their work confidential.  Attachment 1 (Service 

Agreement) at Art. 14(A); SPE 2001 at § 4.6. 

According to El Paso’s internal records, the process in which the Huddlestons 

were engaged induced El Paso to write down its reserves from 2000 through 2002 by 

5.8%, 13.9% and 11.5%, respectively.  EPPR0000706.  During 2001, as a result of the 

process, El Paso reduced its initial year-end estimate of proved reserves by 912 BCF. 

Id.  It is difficult to understand how the Huddlestons can be accused of engaging in 

improper conduct when their actions consistently resulted in Coastal and El Paso 

significantly reducing their reserve estimates by significant amounts. 

B. The Huddlestons Maintained Independence from the Company in 
Accordance with Generally Accepted Engineering Principles 

Regulation S-X does not provide standards of independence for reserve 

engineers.  As a consequence, any effort by the Commission to initiate an action 

against the Huddlestons on these premises would fail at the threshold (see supra at 19). 

Nonetheless, the Huddlestons maintained their independence in accordance with 

GAEP as defined by the SPE.  The 2001 SPE Standards define ten different conditions 

which, if extant during the term of their professional engagement, mean that the reserve 

auditor would not “normally” be considered independent.  SPE 2001 at § 4.3(a)-(j). 
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The Huddlestons were clearly free of any conflict defined in subsections 4.3(b)-(j) 

of the standard, and only its potential connection under subsection 4.3(a), which 

precludes reserve engineers from “acquiring property for which reserves are to be 

estimated,” deserves comment.  During the 1970s and ending in 1984, PPPCo acquired 

interests previously owned by Coastal.15  These interests were acquired long before the 

engagements relating to the investigation and at least 15 years before the 2001 SPE 

Standards on conflicts of interest were formulated.  The possibility of conflict was clearly 

disclosed in HudCo’s Service Agreement with Coastal, the contract that formed the 

basis for all future reserve estimation efforts.  Attachment 1 (Service Agreement) at 

App. A.  Neither PPPCo nor HudCo keeps records to determine whether it owns joint 

interests in any well with Coastal or El Paso.  PPPCo has identified to the Staff all 

properties in which it has an ownership interest in the Monte Cristo, Jeffres and Natural 

Buttes fields, but the Staff has not identified any overlapping ownership between 

PPPCo and El Paso.  See HUD78531-78909. 

During 2003, HudCo acquired and then sold a small amount of El Paso stock on 

behalf of its employee pension fund.  Attachment 8.  These purchases were short-lived 

                                            
15 A discussion of the ownership of interests in oil and gas properties is essential to understand PPPCo’s 
position as a co-owner of mineral properties (if, in fact, co-ownership with Coastal or El Paso existed).  
Direct competitors having no fiduciary obligation to one another can and frequently do own interests in the 
same well.  Landowners lease properties to an exploration and production company, commonly retaining 
between a 1/8th and 1/4th royalty (cost free) interest in the property.  Because leasing activities are 
competitive, they often result in various companies acquiring a “checkerboard” leasing position, forcing 
exploration companies to “pool” their interests to create drillable positions.  When this occurs, joint 
interest owners execute a “Joint Operating Agreement” or “JOA” in which one company (usually the one 
with the largest working interest percentage in a drilling unit) is selected as the “operator.”  This company 
keeps all records, handles sales and their proceeds and proposes new wells or the work-over of existing 
wells in the unit.  Other E&P companies – “non-operators” – either opt in or out of the specific project 
proposed by the operator based upon whether they think it is likely to be successful.  These agreements 
make clear that the participants make decisions on their own and in strict accordance with their 
percentage interest in the wells and that the parties are neither partners nor joint venturers and do not 
owe one another any fiduciary obligation. 
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and tiny – only 1/20th of 1% of the Huddlestons’ net worth – and are immaterial under 

the applicable standard.  SPE 2001 at § 4.3, n.2.  The timing of the sales – occurring as 

they did long before HudCo was replaced as auditor or any particular securities issue 

was contemplated by El Paso – make it apparent that no use of insider information, 

market timing, or other actual or potential conflict of interest was involved. 

The Staff’s questioning implied that the size of El Paso’s account influenced the 

Huddlestons’ behavior.  If this is in fact the charge being made, it is nonsensical.  Case 

authorities have given short shrift to this argument.  SEC v. Coffman, 2007 WL 

2412808, at *14 (D. Colo. Aug. 21, 2007) (judgment entered against SEC following 

bench trial in case involving valuation of mining properties, with the Court stating that it 

gave the company’s financial auditor’s “profit from Stansbury very little weight in 

evaluating whether he acted with scienter”); see also Fidel v. Farley, 392 F.3d 220, 232-

33 (6th Cir. 2004) (“allegations that the auditor earned and wished to continue earning 

fees from a client do not raise an inference that the auditor acted with the requisite 

scienter.  …  Absent any allegations that Ernst & Young’s fees from Fruit of the Loom 

were more significant than its fees from other clients or that Fruit of the Loom 

represented a significant portion of Ernst & Young’s revenue, it is difficult to surmise 

how Ernst & Young’s desire to keep Fruit of the Loom as a client would be any different 

from its desire to keep any client and thus be indicative of fraud.”); Melder v. Morris, 27 

F.3d 1097, 1104 (5th Cir. 1994); DiLeo v. Ernst & Young, 901 F.2d 624, 629 (7th Cir.), 

cert. denied, 498 U.S. 941 (1990).  Were it otherwise, all professionals would be subject 

to a finding of scienter in every case. 
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The 2001 SPE Standards make it absolutely apparent that even substantial 

economic relations may exist between reserve engineer and operator without destroying 

independence.  SPE 2001 at § 4.3.  Here, El Paso accounted for 16% or less of 

HudCo’s gross revenue in any one year in question.  HudCo’s El Paso revenue , in turn, 

was no more than 4.7% of the Huddleston affiliates’ income.  During the operative time 

period, when the value of all affiliated companies and properties is included, the 

Huddlestons maintained a net worth of more than $100 million, making either the annual 

gross or net income produced by the El Paso audit utterly immaterial to them.  The 

Huddlestons had no incentive to tarnish their professional reputations, perhaps 

permanently, to preserve this modest amount of income or to placate the client, and 

there is no evidence from the documents, the testimony, or otherwise that they did so or 

that they felt any pressure to capitulate to the company at the threat of being fired. 

Finally, it appears that the Staff believes that the Huddlestons displayed a lack of 

independence in that they permitted the company to choose some of the reserves that 

would be audited.  From 2000 through 2002, HudCo audited between 83.4 and 100% of 

El Paso’s reserve base.  This portion of properties audited compares very favorably with 

other major or independent exploration and production companies.  Attachment 9.  El 

Paso consistently chose to have its larger properties both in terms of size and value 

audited, a choice supported by GAEP.  SPE 2001 at § 6.4(h) (“Reserve Auditors … 

should give priority to each property or group of properties of an entity having (i) large 

reserve value in relation to the aggregate properties of such Entity ….”).  The small 

remaining portion of unaudited properties meant that changes in their value were likely 

to be immaterial.  Even a 30% change in the remaining 15% of unaudited reserves 
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would result in only a 4.5% potential write-down in total reserve estimates.  The final 

objective of property selection – to obtain audits of a representative sample of El Paso’s 

properties – occurred throughout the process.  See SPE § 6.4. 

C. The Huddlestons Gave Proper Input Concerning the Booking of the 
“Castlegate” Formation16 

“Castlegate” nomenclature aside, the sands discovered by El Paso during 1999 

in the Natural Buttes field were the lowest known productive interval of the Mesa Verde 

formation ― highly productive sands owned by Coastal, then El Paso, for more than 

30 years.  Their booking was entirely appropriate and became increasingly conservative 

until the properties were sold for a large profit in 2002. 

The Natural Buttes field was first drilled by Coastal during the early 1970s, and 

hundreds of developmental drills continued to be drilled well into the 1990s.  

Attachment 10-1.  The productive sands within the Natural Buttes field, prior to the 

drilling undertaken in 1999, included the Wasatch, Green River and Mesa Verde sands.  

These sands are highly laminated sand shale sequences formed in a 

transgressive/regressive marine depositional environment.  The history of drilling within 

all the Natural Buttes formations illustrated that a single wellbore was so likely to 

encounter several stringers of sands that Coastal and El Paso enjoyed a better than 

95% completion rate for wells drilled in the field during the 1990s.  Attachment 10-2. 

In 1999,17 Coastal drilled deeper, completing five wells that penetrated what it 

came to call the “Castlegate” formation but which could as easily be called the “Lower 

                                            
16 Because those charged directly with mishandling reserves in specific geographic areas are responding 
directly to these charges, the Huddlestons’ treatment of the four geographic areas of concern is summary. 
17 These bookings occurred five years before the period in which the Staff claims stock prices reacted to a 
reserve revision and were not even on El Paso’s books at the time the 2004 revision was announced. 
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Mesa Verde” sands.  Attachment 10-3.  Each of the wells illustrated SEC-approved 

characteristics to be classified as proved reserves, either through well log analysis, 

pressure tests or production.  Attachment 10-3.  Most importantly, core samples and 

paleontological analysis illustrated that these deeper sands were created in the same 

depositional environment as their shallower peers, a critical finding which meant that the 

shallower Mesa Verde sands were strong indicators of how their deeper peers would 

perform.  (Peter D. Huddleston Tr. at 240/13–242/1).  In 2000, the company drilled 

additional wells into the formation that helped further define the sands.  Attachment 10-

4. 

Coastal opined that the five wells proved 1 TCF of reserves, reasoning that 

because the Castlegate sands were deposited in the same depositional environment as 

the Upper and Lower Mesa Verde, the entire field would achieve drilling results similar 

to those encountered over the prior 30 years in shallower sands.18  The Huddlestons 

disagreed with this assessment and estimated that the field within a polygon formed by 

the wells already drilled could be treated as containing 382 BCF of proved reserves, the 

continuity of which was established within the polygon.  These reserves consisted of 

12 BCF of proved producing reserves and 370 BCF of proved undeveloped locations.  

In 2000, Ryder Scott, acting on behalf of El Paso in the upcoming merger between 

Coastal and El Paso, indicated to El Paso that it felt these reserves were “probable” but 

                                            
18 The Staff’s questioning in testimony suggests that the Staff has received hearsay testimony of the El 
Paso engineer who proposed to book these 1 TCF of reserves to the effect that Peter Huddleston 
supposedly recited that “we can if we want to go to jail.”  We understand that in response to a series of 
leading questions by the Staff, the witness “seemed” to recall what he referred to as a "cynical" or joking 
comment of this kind.  Of course, the Huddlestons were not present at the testimony and therefore had no 
opportunity to probe the witness' memory, which was plainly equivocal despite the leading questions, or 
otherwise to examine the witness regarding the meeting.  Mr. Huddleston flatly denies any such 
statement.  (Peter D. Huddleston Tr. at 392/4-11). The notion that Mr. Huddleston would make such a 
statement is nonsensical. 
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not “proved” but that the ultimate recovery from the formation might well prove much 

larger than the company’s estimate of proved reserves.19  This opinion was not shared 

with the Huddlestons until well after the fact.  From 1999 to 2001, HudCo’s estimates of  

proved reserves attributable to the “Castlegate” formation were reduced from 382 to 

279 BCF, or by 27%, to reflect drilling results and further reduced to 228 BCF, or by 

40% of their original bookings, before the properties were sold at the end of 2002. 

Attachment 10-3 (overhead view) illustrates the Staff position.  It believes that 

only those proved developed (shown in red) and directly offsetting proved undeveloped 

locations (shown in blue) should have been booked, not the proved undeveloped 

locations within the polygon.  Attachment 10-5.  SEC regulations permit the booking of 

“one off” undeveloped locations if “continuity of production from the existing productive 

formation” is established between an existing proved well and the “one off” location.  17 

C.F.R. § 210.4-10(a)(iii)(4) (2007).  The regulation does not define the term “continuity 

of production,” but in March 2001 (long after the Castlegate was initially booked), certain 

members of the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance provided guidance relating 

to the term.20  The guidance says that for a “one off” PUD location to be booked, 

                                            
19 Ryder Scott indicated in this same letter that all other reserves booked by Coastal and audited by 
HudCo were booked consistently with SEC standards, a position that appears to have been ignored or 
disregarded by the Staff. 

20 The Huddlestons understand that others who have been served Wells notices are addressing the role 
of "guidance" in some depth, and they incorporate those comments here.  While the Corp Fin staff 
guidance deserves respect, attention, and consideration – as the Huddlestons gave it – it lacks the force 
of law and does not warrant Chevron-style deference.  Christensen v. Harris County, 529 U.S. 576, 583 
(2000).  Indeed, this guidance specifically disclaimed that it represented the view of the Commission or of 
any Commissioner.  Several decisions in the civil action and civil enforcement contexts have ruled that 
staff guidance is of no moment in setting the standard by which a party's behavior is to be judged.  WHX 
Corp. v. SEC, 362 F.3d 854, 859 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (SEC's reliance on the fact that tender offeror refused 
to follow SEC guidance as proof of scienter did not pass "even a weak rationality standard"); Ontario 
Teacher's Bd. v. IG Holdings, 2000 WL 1234592,  at *6 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 31, 2000). 
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“pressure communication” between the undeveloped location and an existing proved 

developed well must exist. 

Respectfully, but frankly, we submit that the guidance is wrong for two practical 

reasons.  First, no engineer, indeed no human, can determine whether an as-yet-

undrilled well will be in pressure communication with an existing producer.  This 

information can be determined only by the use of pressure transient interference tests 

between the two affected wells over the life of their production.  Second, in the 

Castlegate context, the guidance conflicts with GAEP, Rule 4-10, and itself. 

Rule 4-10 specifically permits engineers to book as proved, in the absence of 

information on fluid contacts, the lowest known horizon of producing sands.  17 C.F.R. 

§ 210.4-10(a)(2)(ii) (2007).  The 1999 drilling within the Castlegate sands affirmatively 

lowered the known horizon of the Mesa Verde sands, and the regulation entitled El 

Paso to treat them as proved.  In addition, GAEP empowered, if not required, the 

Huddlestons to consider the highly analogous Wasatch, Green River and Upper Mesa 

Verde sands and their 30-year history of production when booking the Castlegate.  SPE 

2001 at § 5.3.  Under the Staff’s interpretation of the Corp Fin staff guidance, however, 

the company and the Huddlestons would have been precluded from considering the 

analogous upper and lower Mesa Verde sands. 

As most engineers who deal with the classification of reserves have come 
to realize, it is difficult, if not impossible, to write reserve definitions that 
easily cover all possible situations.  Each case has to be studied as to its 
own unique issues.  This is true with the Society of Petroleum Engineers' 
and others' reserve definitions as well as the SEC's definitions. 

Division of Corporation Finance:  Frequently Requested Accounting and Financial 

Reporting Interpretations and Guidance ("The Guidance"), Section II "Guidance About 

Disclosures" at Subsection F, ¶ 3 (Mar. 31, 2001) at 
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http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/cfactfaq.htm#P267_55290.  Neither SEC 

regulations nor the Corp Fin staff’s guidance requires reserve engineers to blind 

themselves to clearly relevant data.  More to the point, reserve engineers, whether 

within the company or outside it, should not be made the subject of enforcement actions 

for considering data that both GAEP and Rule 4-10 authorize them to consider. 

The last year the Castlegate formation was audited was 2001, when HudCo’s 

“PV-10” estimate of the El Paso Utah gas properties was $310 million.  Attachment 11.  

During 2002, the same properties were sold for $502 million to a disinterested third-

party purchaser.21  To any objective observer, a sale at this price answers the question 

whether the company and the Huddlestons were reasonable in booking Castlegate 

reserves.  A subsequent unaffiliated producer, desiring to acquire the properties as 

cheaply as possible, bought them at a price that indicated it valued the reserves as 

being far greater than those estimated by El Paso.  The purchaser would not have paid 

this sum for the properties had it not been, in Rule 4-10’s terms, “reasonably certain” 

that the reserves were worth more than it paid for them.22 

Finally, the undeveloped portion of the Castlegate sands – the portion with which 

the Staff takes issue – were an immaterial portion of El Paso’s reserve base, 

constituting only 4.7% of Coastal’s 1999 EOY reserves, 2.1% of El Paso’s 2000 

reserves and 0.7% of El Paso’s 2001 reserves.  Compare Attachment 11 with 

Attachment 12. 

                                            
21 El Paso Corp., Current Report (Form 8-K) (Nov. 6, 2002). 

22 The Huddlestons did not participate in the company’s 2003 response to the SEC concerning the 
booking of “one off” reserves either in the Castlegate sands or otherwise and have no comment on that 
issue. 
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D. The Huddlestons Gave Proper Input Concerning Booking of the 
“High Mountain” Properties 

During late 1998,23 Coastal made what it referred to as its “High Mountain” 

acquisition from Conoco.  Coastal’s internally-estimated reserves were initially booked 

by the acquisitions group which had performed the due diligence on the acquisition.  

The Staff has vocalized two criticisms:  (1) Coastal booked the High Mountain reserves 

at much greater levels than the seller, and (2) the proved undeveloped locations 

included in booked reserves were not properly documented.24 

When a producer spends cash for acquired properties, it is the purest possible 

evidence to an auditor of its good-faith belief that enough proved reserves exist to justify 

the expenditure.  No company willingly overpays for reserves but instead buys them 

expecting that actual reserves will exceed estimated reserves by enough to create an 

acceptable return.  Coastal had no incentive to pay as though 400 BCF of reserves 

were recoverable under the self-defeating belief that some lesser amount existed. 

The Staff’s concern that Coastal booked undocumented locations is misplaced.  

Pete Huddleston testified that the High Mountain reserves were a bone of contention 

during the end-of-year 1998 proceedings and that he therefore personally undertook the 

necessary engineering review.  HudCo was presented with maps spelling out the 

locations of all undeveloped wells for which proved reserves were assigned and agreed 

with some and rejected others.  (Pete Huddleston Tr. at 74/17–75/16, 137/24–140/16.)  

                                            
23 These bookings occurred six years before the period in which the Staff claims stock prices reacted to a 
reserve revision and were not even on El Paso’s books at the time the 2004 revision was announced. 
24 The Huddlestons have also indirectly heard the charge that they “permitted” El Paso to book proved 
undeveloped locations based upon seismic information alone.  Pete Huddleston conducted the 1999 
review of the High Mountain properties and testified that he had specifically removed all locations based 
solely upon seismic information.  (Pete Huddleston Tr. at 195/23–196/3.) 
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The Huddlestons had never in their 35-year history of estimating or auditing Coastal or 

El Paso reserves permitted unmapped locations to be booked and did not begin with the 

High Mountain acquisition.  The Huddlestons had no control over whether Coastal or El 

Paso kept the maps illustrating these locations for an investigation commencing 

six years after the booking. 

The Huddlestons last reviewed the Colorado properties at the end of 2001, 

estimating that they contained 219.5 BCFe of proved reserves with a corresponding 

“PV-10” estimate of $124.725 million.  On April 17, 2002, Encana, one of the largest 

independent oil and gas exploration and production companies in Canada, agreed to 

purchase the Colorado properties, including a gas gathering system, for the price of 

$292 million.  Attachment 13.  Encana, which had substantial experience in multi-zone 

formations of the kind involved, estimated that the purchase gave it an additional 

500 BCFe of reserves.25  Encana publicly announced that it would soon drill 50 wells in 

the field and that it believed production in the property could be tripled within three 

years.  Attachment 13.  These arms-length assessments, backed by the payment of 

cash, strongly support the reasonableness of El Paso’s determination of proved 

reserves in the Colorado properties and dispel any notion that they were fraudulently 

booked. 

Finally, like the Castlegate sands, the High Mountain reserves would not have 

been a material component of El Paso’s reserve base, much less its asset base, to any 

                                            
25 Under the Canadian equivalent of Rule 4-10, exploration and production companies are permitted to 
book 100% of their proved reserves and 50% of their probable reserves.  Thus, Encana may, for 
example, have booked 400 BCFe of proved reserves and 200 BCFe of probable reserves. 
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investor.  From 1999 to 2001, they constituted 5.2%, 7.6% and 3.5%, respectively, of 

Coastal’s or El Paso’s reserve base.  Attachment 12. 

E. Coal Bed Methane Reserves Were Properly Estimated, and the 
Huddlestons Urged El Paso to Follow SEC Guidance Even Though 
They Disagreed with it 

The Staff is critical of bookings relating to El Paso’s coal bed methane properties 

on the Vermejo Ranch in northern New Mexico, believing that (1) the inclusion of a “one 

off” PUD location within the field was improper and (2) HudCo too slowly reduced 

estimates, for audit purposes, of the area drained by existing wells. 

The Huddlestons’ estimates of the reserves within the Vermejo Ranch properties 

were based upon stratigraphic tests, core samples, actual production and the use of the 

analogous “Evergreen” coal bed methane field existing immediately north of the field.  

Each of these methods is authorized by Rule 4-10 and existing SPE Standards.  

HudCo’s reports to management disclosed precisely the bases for its opinion that 

second-tier locations were proved.  Ryder Scott booked the same or similar “one off” 

locations in its 1999 audit of the Vermejo Ranch before HudCo began reviewing these 

properties. 

The size of the 2003 write-down was triggered by the conclusion that Vermejo 

Ranch wells had to be drilled on 80-acre rather than 160-acre spacing because each 

well would not drain 160 acres.  Since El Paso did not have permission from the owner 

of Vermejo Ranch to drill on 80-acre spacing, it was required to write off roughly half of 

its booked reserves in the field. The Staff is critical of the Huddlestons for not writing 

down its estimate, for audit purposes, of the proved producing reserves for coal bed 

methane more quickly. 
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The initial estimates of proved reserves for the Vermejo Ranch were set using 

volumetric analyses and stratigraphic and core sample testing of the coal bed seam 

itself, as well as analogy to the highly productive Evergreen coal bed methane field 

located immediately to the north of Vermejo Ranch.  The Vermejo Ranch properties did 

not immediately exhibit decline curves consistent with either the Evergreen analog 

properties or the volumetric analysis of core samples.  El Paso attributed the diminished 

production capacities of these wells to production problems, including ineffective water 

recovery mechanisms, insufficient water disposal and improper compression. 

By the end of 2002, it was not at all clear that the wells could not drain 160 acres.  

HudCo was not initially required by GAEP to test El Paso’s claims of operational 

limitation.  SPE 2001 at § 6.2 (“Reserve auditors may accept, generally without 

independent verification, information and data furnished by the Entity with respect to 

ownership interests, oil and gas production, historical costs … future operations … and 

other specified matters.”).  Indeed, HudCo’s contract required El Paso to provide 

truthful, accurate, and complete information concerning operations.  Attachment 1 

(Service Agreement) at Art. 5.D.  Only if “questions [arose] as to the accuracy or 

sufficiency of information or data furnished by the Entity” were they to be independently 

verified.  Id.  El Paso’s representations were, in light of HudCo’s extensive experience in 

coal seam developments, both reasonable and predictable.  Having conducted detailed 

studies of production and development practices in the Evergreen area, field analyses 

of several properties, and reserve work on properties in Alabama, Colorado, New 

Mexico, Oklahoma, Wyoming, France, and Poland, HudCo was well aware that the 

history of the development of coal bed methane fields was replete with examples of 
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increased productivity following the resolution of operational issues.  The Evergreen 

field is a good example.  Its wells initially produced an average of 75 mcfpd per well due 

to operational constraints but, after operational restraints were lifted, its wells averaged 

350 mcf per day. 

The Staff’s complaints regarding the booking of “one off” PUDs in the Vermejo 

Ranch lay bare faults in the Corp Fin guidance but also illustrate the Huddlestons’ 

advice that El Paso adhere to it.  Rule 4-10 specifically authorizes reserve engineers to 

use stratigraphic tests and core samples to determine whether reserves are proved.  17 

C.F.R. §§ 210.4-10(a)(2)(i), (a)(13) (2007).  GAEP strongly supported the use of the 

Evergreen field as an analogy.  SPE 2001 at § 5.7.  The guidance, which purports to 

require proof of pressure communication among undrilled wells, effectively requires the 

reserve engineer to ignore this data and thereby ensures that investors will receive 

inaccurately low reserve information.  Nonetheless, the Huddlestons forwarded the 

guidance to El Paso and advised it not to book “one-off” PUDs in light of the Corp Fin 

staff guidance statement.  Again, it is difficult to understand the Staff’s perception that 

the Huddlestons engaged in improper conduct when their consistent advice to El Paso 

was to comply with the Corp Fin guidance statement. 

F. The Huddlestons Gave Proper Input Concerning the Booking of El 
Paso’s South Texas Reserves 

El Paso was the industry leader in exploration and development operations in the 

Vicksburg and Wilcox formations in South Texas.  Not only had the company 

successfully discovered and developed a number of such fields, it had also successfully 

implemented technology which resulted in substantial production from intervals of the 

Vicksburg formation that had previously not been shown to be productive.  The 
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procedures for the estimation of reserves included consideration for volumetric 

calculations, analogy to previous completions and analysis of historical performance 

data, when such information became available.26 

In some instances, well performance failed to meet expectations either with 

respect to decline rates or historically determined production profiles as determined by 

analogy to prior completions.  When this occurred, HudCo properly revised the 

estimates downward to reflect actual performance.  The revision of reserve estimates 

(either up or down) over time to reflect the performance of individual wells is a common 

and necessary practice within the practice of reservoir engineering. 

IV. THE SEC AND THE STAFF COULD NOT SHOULDER THEIR RESPECTIVE 
BURDENS IN A CIVIL ENFORCEMENT ACTION OR ADMINISTRATIVE 
PROCEEDING 

A. The Commission Would Not Be Able to Discharge its Burden of 
Proving an “Aiding or Abetting” Case 

The Staff’s questioning of the Huddlestons implies a belief that it might be 

successful in a federal court action against them by proof of mere recklessness or even 

mere negligence.  This supposition is wrong.  “Aiding and abetting liability under 

                                            
26 During the investigation, the Staff subpoenaed records from Output Exploration L.L.C. relating to 
reserve estimates that HudCo had performed for it on properties in which Output Exploration L.L.C. and 
El Paso were co-working interest owners.  The reserve estimates prepared for El Paso were, when 
adjusted for ownership percentages, on the order of 3 to 4 times higher than those prepared for Output.  
The Staff infers that the Output reserves were “right” and that the El Paso reserves with respect to the 
same wells were “wrong” and “inflated” due to pressure from El Paso.  The two estimates prove precisely 
the opposite, as well as the extreme danger of oversimplified comparisons.  Subsequent production 
records indicate that the estimates done by HudCo for El Paso were “right” – as of January 2007, the 
audited wells had recovered 93% of HudCo’s estimated ultimate recovery for them, and several are still 
producing.  The Output estimates were extremely conservative due to the nature of the interest audited 
and information provided.  Output owned a small (on the order of 1%) “reversionary” or “back in” interest 
in these properties that was to bear fruit if and only if the properties reached “payout.”  Such small 
interests warrant very little attention by reserve engineers who, by SPE standards and ordinary practice, 
focus upon the larger-value properties in an audit.  Moreover, the Output reserve estimate was based 
entirely upon public production data, and the HudCo engineer involved (due to contractual restrictions 
placed on HudCo by El Paso) did not have the benefit of log information, geology, drilling plans or other 
background data supporting the El Paso estimates.  When reserve engineers are faced with a scenario of 
limited or restricted data, their inevitable response is to become more conservative. 
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Section 10(b) must be based upon a showing of three elements:  ‘(1) the existence of a 

securities law violation by the primary wrongdoer; (2) knowledge of the violation by the 

aider and abettor; and (3) proof that the aider and abettor substantially assisted in the 

primary violation.’”  SEC v. Cedric Kushner Promotions Inc., 416 F. Supp. 2d 326, 334 

(S.D.N.Y. 2006); accord SEC v. Fehn, 97 F.3d 1276, 1288 (9th Cir. 1996).  Here, the 

Huddlestons believe that the Commission would be incapable of proving any of the 

three elements. 

As indicated, to sustain its burden of proof on a claim that the Huddlestons aided 

and abetted or caused a securities fraud, the Commission would first have to prove 

securities fraud by the alleged primary violator.  As the Wells Submissions of El Paso 

and the other individuals show, the Commission would not be able to meet this burden 

because, among other things, it would not be able to show that the company or these 

individuals made a material misstatement or acted with scienter. 

Without conceding that the Commission would be capable of proving the basic 

elements of securities fraud, El Paso’s disclosure of risks in connection with the reserve 

estimates makes the representations contained within them immaterial as a matter of 

law.  The “bespeaks caution” doctrine applies to enforcement actions just as it does to 

private securities fraud claims.  SEC v. Merchant Capital LLC, 483 F.3d 747, 767-68 

(11th Cir. 2007).  Even if a projection of future events might otherwise be considered a 

misrepresentation, additional disclosures may nonetheless make them immaterial as a 

matter of law.  Id.  In each of its annual disclosures, El Paso clearly noted that its 

reserves were a part of “unaudited” financial information and gave specific warnings 
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designed to explain to investors the difficulty of estimating reserves and of the likelihood 

that they may change substantially: 

There are numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating quantities of 
proved reserves and in projecting future rates of production and timing of 
development expenditures, including many factors beyond our control. 
The reserve data represents only estimates.  Reservoir engineering is a 
subjective process of estimating underground accumulations of natural 
gas and oil that cannot be measured in an exact manner.  The significant 
changes to reserves, other than purchases, sales or production, are due 
to reservoir performance in existing fields and from drilling additional wells 
in existing fields. 

El Paso Corp., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 126 (Mar. 15, 2002); El Paso Corp., 

Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 80 (Mar. 22, 2001); El Paso Corp., Annual Report 

(Form 10-K), at 85 (Feb. 22, 2000).  Given these repeated and specific disclosures, 

even overt misstatements (not that any have been proven) would likely be immaterial as 

a matter of law.  Id. 

Even if the Commission could establish that El Paso committed a primary 

violation, it would still face insurmountable obstacles in any aiding and abetting case 

against the Huddlestons.  The law has become clear that reckless conduct is insufficient 

to trigger aiding and abetting liability.  Rather, the Commission would have to prove that 

the Huddlestons possessed actual knowledge of wrongdoing.  Fehn, 97 F.2d at 1288.  

Thus, in Cedric Kushner Promotions, 417 F. Supp. 2d at 334-35, the court held “that 

recklessness, even for fiduciaries, is no longer sufficient” and that “knowing misconduct 

must now be shown” to establish aiding and abetting liability.  In SEC v. Tambone, 417 

F. Supp. 2d 127, 137 (D. Mass. 2006), an aiding and abetting complaint was dismissed 

because the SEC had failed to “plead with the requisite degree of particularity that the 

defendants had ‘actual knowledge’ of the improper activity by the primary violators or of 

their roles in that activity.”  In SEC v. Morris, 2005 WL 2000665, at *8 (S.D. Tex. 
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Aug. 18, 2005), the court dismissed aiding and abetting claims against a former 

Halliburton CFO because conclusory allegations of accounting decisions and GAAP 

violations “relate[d] to ordinary business activities without specifying facts that would 

show [his] knowledge of or participation in improper activity.”  The court specifically 

noted that “an aider-abettor should be found liable only if scienter of the high ‘conscious 

intent’ variety can be proved.”  Id.  Finally, in SEC v. Coffman, the court, in holding that 

the SEC had failed to prove an aiding and abetting violation against a company’s 

financial auditor in connection with the valuation of mining properties, adopted the 

“actual knowledge” standard employed in all of these other cases.  SEC v. Coffman, 

supra, 2007 WL 2412808, at *10.  As described throughout this Submission, there is 

simply no evidence that the Huddlestons possessed any actual knowledge of 

wrongdoing by El Paso or any El Paso employee. 

Finally, the Staff has not pointed to any fact or set of facts that would permit the 

required finding that the Huddlestons substantially assisted in the alleged primary 

violation.  At no time did the Huddlestons sign off on any publicly-filed statement by El 

Paso, and no Huddleston reserve estimate was ever publicly reported.  See Cedric 

Kushner, 417 F. Supp. 2d at 336 (summary judgment against SEC aiding and abetting 

claim because, inter alia, defendant did not provide substantial assistance – his role 

“was very limited” and he “was not involved in preparing or reviewing the financial or 

accounting statements that contained the alleged misstatements or omissions.  

[Defendant’s] contribution to the filing was limited to gathering backup documentation 

for [the company’s] accountants and auditors, and answering questions about 
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subsequent events and pending litigation”).27  The Huddlestons had absolutely no stake 

whatsoever in the success or failure of El Paso and were not involved in any business 

arrangements with the company that might have created an incentive for them to falsify 

reserve information.  Instead, in most years, they merely consented to the use of their 

name in reports that (accurately) indicated the percentage of El Paso properties they 

audited and that the company’s estimates were no more than “X” percent different from 

HudCo’s.  The Commission will be held to the “particularly exacting” standard of 

pleading facts that, if proven, would show either an independent duty to disclose the 

information or a “conscious intent” to assist the alleged primary violation by “throwing in 

one’s lot” with the alleged primary violators.  Tambone, 417 F. Supp. 2d at 136-37 

(Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal of SEC claim).  Not one fact of this kind exists. 

B. There Is No Basis to Issue a Cease and Desist Order against the 
Huddlestons 

Section 21C(a) of the Exchange Act states that if the Commission finds that any 

person has violated any provision of the Exchange Act or a rule or regulation 

thereunder, it may enter a cease and desist order against “such person, and any other 

person that is, was, or would be a cause of the violation, due to an act or omission the 

person knew or should have known would contribute to such violation.”  Thus, the Staff 

must prove that (1) El Paso committed an underlying violation of the securities laws; 

                                            
27 No case can be made that the Huddlestons caused a violation of Securities Act Section 17(a).  
Section 17(a) prohibits the making of false statements in a securities offering.  First, references to their 
audit were neither required nor sufficient for the offerings.  Had the Huddlestons never existed, much less 
provided audits, El Paso could have proceeded with the offerings making whatever claims it wished 
concerning the status of its proved reserves.  Further, the Huddlestons played no role in the drafting of 
any El Paso offering and were never asked to comment upon, certify, or correct any statements made by 
El Paso in any offerings of the company.  At most, the Huddlestons gave their consent to allow El Paso to 
refer to the HudCo name and report in El Paso's SEC filings.  The presence or absence of consent had 
no effect on whether El Paso committed a Securities Act violation.  Nor can it be said that the presence of 
such a consent in any way caused El Paso to violate any of the securities laws. 
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(2) the Huddlestons’ conduct was a cause of the violation; and (3) in causing the 

violation, the Huddlestons knew or should have known that their conduct would 

contribute to the violation.  If the Staff establishes these threshold requirements, it must 

then demonstrate that a cease and desist order is appropriate under the factors 

articulated in Steadman v. SEC, 603 F.2d 1126, 1140 (5th Cir. 1979), aff’d on other 

grounds, 450 U.S. 91 (1981).  The Staff cannot meet these burdens. 

It bears emphasis at the outset that the Courts of Appeals have of late been quite 

strict in their scrutiny of Commission cease and desist orders and have readily vacated 

such orders where either (1) there is an absence of substantial evidence to support the 

Commission’s findings or (2) the Commission has failed to properly apply the Steadman 

factors.  See, e.g., Howard v. SEC, 376 F.3d 1136 (D.C. Cir. 2004); WHX Corp. v. SEC, 

supra, 362 F.3d 854; Monetta Fin. Servs., Inc. v. SEC, 390 F.3d 952 (7th Cir. 2004).  

See also Rockies Fund, Inc. v. SEC, 428 F.3d 1088, 1098-99 (D.C. Cir. 2005).  The 

Commission’s Administrative Law Judges have taken these decisions to heart.  As 

Chief Law Judge Murray put it in denying the Staff’s request for a cease and desist 

order against a CPA in In the Matter of Rita J. McConville, “[t]he decision in [WHX] 

warns against the imposition of cease-and-desist orders as a knee-jerk response to a 

finding of a violation.”  2004 WL 2173463, at *42 (Sept. 27, 2004).28 

                                            
28 In McConville, the Commission ultimately imposed, and the Seventh Circuit affirmed, a cease and 
desist order in light of substantial evidence that the respondent, a company’s CFO, acted with an 
“extreme departure from the requisite standard of ordinary care” when she knew of specific facts that 
rendered false and misleading her representations to the company’s outside auditors and representations 
in the company’s Form 10-K filings for which she was responsible.  McConville v. SEC, 465 F.3d 780, 788 
(7th Cir. 2006). 
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1. The Huddlestons Did Not “Cause” a Violation 

Neither the Commission nor the courts have unequivocally articulated what it 

means to be a “cause” of a violation within the meaning of Section 21C.  In fact, the 

standard is ill-defined in at least two separate respects:  (1) the law is not clear 

regarding what nexus must exist between the respondent’s conduct and the primary 

violation; and (2) neither the statute nor any Commission pronouncement or judicial 

decision construing it has explained what conduct may subject one to liability for being a 

“cause” of another party’s violation of the securities laws.  Under any reading of the 

statute, the Staff cannot establish that the Huddlestons caused El Paso’s alleged 

securities law violations. 

While the Commission and the courts have not provided a clear statement 

regarding the requisite nexus between a respondent’s conduct and the alleged primary 

violation, there seems to be general agreement among Administrative Law Judges that 

not every act that contributes to a violation of the securities laws is a “cause” of that 

violation within the meaning of the regulations.  In re Steinberg, Init. Dec. Rel. No. ID-

196, 2001 WL 1739153, at *37 (Dec. 20, 2001) (rejecting the Staff’s argument that 

“cause” should be defined broadly in light of the “knew or should have known would 

contribute” language of the statute and stating that “it is incorrect to assert that any act 

which contributes to the violation is a ‘cause’ of that violation for purposes of imposing 

sanctions”);29 see also In re Fuller, Init. Dec. Rel. No. ID-201, 2002 WL 177928, at *8 

(Aug. 2, 2002) (“While a direct nexus between the respondent’s conduct and the 

                                            
29 The Staff appealed the Initial Decision in Steinberg and lost because the Commission was divided 2-2 
and the Order Instituting Proceedings was accordingly dismissed.  See In re Steinberg, 2005 WL 
1580767 (July 6, 2005).  Of the Commissioners participating in that matter, only Commissioner Atkins, 
who voted for dismissal, remains on the Commission. 
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violation is not required, something more is required than conduct that was a factor to 

some degree.”).  While some Law Judge decisions reject a proximate cause standard,30 

the authorities make clear that the Staff must prove that the Huddlestons’ conduct was 

more than a mere contributing cause of the alleged violation. 

It therefore appears that the standard to be applied is somewhere between a 

contributing cause and the proximate cause, but where that spot lies has little precision. 

Steinberg is instructive.  In that case, Judge Mahony concluded that the auditors 

had not been a cause of the company’s violations of the Exchange Act’s books and 

records requirements even though they had relied on management’s representations 

regarding the economic substance of the transactions at issue without conducting any 

independent audit testing of their own.  The Law Judge credited both the auditors’ 

testimony that they had no contemporaneous knowledge of the false reporting and their 

experts’ opinion that the audit work was consistent with GAAS.  The Law Judge 

concluded, therefore, that the auditors’ reliance on management was reasonable, there 

was no violation of applicable professional standards, and the auditors were 

consequently not a cause of the company’s books and records violations.  Id. at *43. 

Consistent with the holding in Steinberg, there is no basis to find that the 

Huddlestons were a cause of El Paso’s alleged violations of the federal securities laws 

absent a finding that they knew of such violations or violated GAEP.  As demonstrated 

above, there is no evidence to support either such finding.  Indeed, the Huddlestons’ 

audit work consistently resulted in El Paso lowering its reserve estimates.  Thus 

                                            
30 See Steinberg, 2001 WL 1739153, at *38; In the Matter of Harrison Securities, Init. Dec. Rel. No. ID-
256, 2004 WL 2109230, at * 47 (Sept. 21, 2004). 
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Steinberg makes clear that the Huddlestons cannot be deemed to have been a cause of 

El Paso’s alleged violations of the securities laws. 

Considered in the context of these authorities, it is clear that the Staff cannot 

meet its burden under Section 21C as to either nexus or conduct. 

2. The Huddlestons Did Not Have the Requisite State of Mind 

Even if the Staff could establish that the Huddlestons  had “caused” a violation of 

the securities laws in the manner contemplated by Section 21C, it cannot demonstrate 

that they had the requisite mental state.  “It is assumed that scienter is required to 

establish secondary liability for causing a primary violation that requires scienter."  In re 

IFG Network Sec., SEC Release No. ID-273, 2005 WL 328278, *23 (Feb. 10, 2005) 

(citing In re KPMG Peat Marwick LLP, SEC Release No. 43862, 2001 WL 47245, *19 

(Jan. 19, 2001), recon. denied, SEC Release No. 1374, 2001 WL 223378 (Mar. 8, 

2001), pet. denied, 289 F.3d 109 (D.C. Cir. 2002), reh'g en banc denied (July 16, 

2002)); see also In re Robert W. Armstrong, III, SEC Rel. No. ID-248, 2004 WL 737067, 

at *12 (April 6, 2004); and Howard, 376 F.3d at 1141, 1143.  Here, the Staff intends to 

request that the Commission charge the Huddlestons with causing violations of 

Section 17(a) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and 

Rule 10b-5 thereunder – both of which plainly require the Staff to prove scienter.  Since 

the Staff must establish the scienter of the primary actors to prove a violation of these 

provisions, it must also establish that the Huddlestons acted with scienter to prove that 

they caused the alleged violation. 

This burden is not to be taken lightly.  The Staff failed to meet its burden of 

showing scienter in In re Albert Glenn Yesner, CPA, 2001 WL 587989 (Init. Dec. 

May 22, 2001) issued as final Commission decision, 2001 WL 698308 (June 19, 2001).  
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Yesner was charged with, among other things, being a cause of others’ violations of the 

antifraud provisions.  The Law Judge found that Yesner did not act with scienter and 

therefore declined to impose a cease and desist order for violations of the antifraud 

provisions of the Exchange Act.  The Law Judge reached this conclusion despite 

Yesner’s admission not only that he was aware that the company’s accounting was 

inconsistent with both GAAP and company policy but also that he relied, with no follow-

up whatsoever, on unsubstantiated representations from others in the company that the 

accounting error was immaterial and that required documentation had been provided to 

the company’s outside auditor.  Id. at *28-*29.  No such egregious facts are even 

alleged here. 

As discussed above – and particularly in light of the facts set forth in Yesner –  it 

is apparent that the Staff cannot prove scienter here and that it therefore could not 

prevail in any cease and desist proceeding against the Huddlestons. 

The Commission has held that “negligence is sufficient to establish ‘causing’ 

liability under Exchange Act Section 21C(a), at least in cases where a person is alleged 

to ‘cause’ a primary violation that does not require scienter.”  KPMG, 2001 WL 47245, at 

*19.  Negligence, of course, requires a breach of some applicable standard of care.  

Here, as shown throughout this Submission, the Huddlestons complied with GAEP, 

namely, the SPE standards, and with all applicable SEC regulations.  Thus, there is no 

basis from which to conclude that they acted negligently. 

3. Application of the Steadman Test Does Not Support Imposition 
of a Cease and Desist Order 

Even if the Staff could prove that the Huddlestons not only caused a primary 

violation but also acted with scienter, it would then need to demonstrate that a cease 
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and desist order is appropriate under the Steadman factors.  Those factors include:  

(1) the egregiousness of the challenged conduct; (2) the isolated or recurrent nature of 

the alleged infraction; (3) the degree of scienter involved; (4) the sincerity of assurances 

against future violations; (5) recognition of the wrongful nature of the conduct; and 

(6) the likelihood of future violations.  Steadman, 603 F.2d at 1140. 

Courts applying Steadman have recognized that to obtain a cease and desist 

order, the Commission must establish at a minimum that there is some risk of a future 

violation absent the order.  WHX Corp. v. SEC, 362 F.3d 854, 859 (D.C. Cir. 2004).  In 

WHX, the D.C. Circuit vacated a cease and desist order and rejected the Commission’s 

contention that the risk of future violation element is satisfied “if (1) a party has 

committed a violation of a rule, and (2) that party has not exited the market or in some 

other way disabled itself from recommission of the offense.”  Id.; see also Steadman, 

967 F.2d at 647-48 (to satisfy sixth Steadman factor, there must be “some cognizable 

danger of recurrent violation, something more than the mere possibility which serves to 

keep the case alive”).  The D.C. Circuit observed that the “Commission itself has 

[previously] disclaimed any notion that a cease-and-desist order is ‘automatic’ on the 

basis of such an almost inevitably inferred risk of future violation.”  WHX Corp., 362 

F.3d at 589 (quoting KPMG, 289 F.3d at 124-25). 

There is little likelihood of a recurrence in this case for several reasons.  First, the 

amount and scope of HudCo’s public engineering work has dwindled such that only 

three clients reporting their reserves remain.  HudCo’s participation in this proceeding 

and the attendant costs have left it wary of ever conducting public reserve audit work in 

the future.  If it does so, the underlying investigation and analysis of its actions have 
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heightened its sensitivity to the issues that the SEC, at least as expressed by the Staff, 

deems important. 

The other Steadman factors similarly counsel against the entry of a cease and 

desist order.  The conduct at issue was not egregious – as mentioned, the Huddlestons 

consistently persuaded El Paso to reduce its reserve estimates and otherwise exercised 

sound professional judgment (albeit judgments that the Staff, which to our knowledge 

has no experience in this field, disagrees).  And, there is no evidence of reckless or 

other conscious misbehavior, as discussed above.  For these reasons, too, entry of a 

cease and desist order would be inappropriate. 

C. There Is No Basis for an Attempt to Sanction the Huddlestons 
Pursuant to Rule 102(e) 

The Staff has indicated its intent to recommend institution of a Rule 102(e) 

proceeding against the Huddleston.  If the Commission decides to do so, it would be 

proceeding in uncharted waters.  “Although Rule 102(e) reaches all types of 

professionals who might practice before the Commission, including engineers or expert 

witnesses, there have been only a few cases in the rule's 63-year history that did not 

involve either a lawyer or an accountant.”  Amendment to Rule 102(e) of the 

Commission’s Rules of Practice (“Adopting Release”), 1998 WL 729201, at *38 n.16 

(Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Johnson).  We have identified only three 

instances in the Commission’s entire history in which the Commission has sanctioned 

an engineer under Rule 2(e), the predecessor of Rule 102(e), and none of those 

instances (one from 1993 and the other two from the 1970s) involves a situation 
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remotely comparable to that involved here.31  The circumstances of this matter do not 

provide the basis for the kind of pathbreaking action the Staff contemplates. 

Rule 102(e) serves a remedial purpose and is not intended for punishment.  See 

Adopting Release at *4 n.26.  As Chief Law Judge Murray stated in denying the Staff’s 

request for a Rule 102(e) sanction against a CPA, Rule 102(e) sanctions are not to be 

imposed lightly because the imposition of such sanctions is a “severe” measure that 

“tarnishes an accountant’s professional career for life.”  McConville, supra, 2004 WL 

2173463, at *42.  The same is true of a reserve engineer.  Rule 102(e)(1) permits the 

Commission to censure a person or to deny that person, temporarily or permanently, 

the privilege of appearing or practicing before it if it finds the person “(i) not to possess 

the requisite qualifications to represent others; or (ii) to be lacking in character or 

integrity or to have engaged in unethical or improper professional conduct; or (iii) to 

have willfully violated, or willfully aided and abetted the violation of any provision of the 

Federal securities laws or the rules and regulations thereunder.”  The Staff has not 

identified which of these provisions it deems applicable in this case.  We see absolutely 

no basis for an accusation that the Huddlestons lack the requisite qualifications, 

character, or integrity and therefore assume that the Staff intends to proceed on the 

basis of either a belief that the Huddlestons engaged in improper professional conduct 

or (as pertinent here) to have willfully aided and abetted a federal securities law 

                                            
31 In In re Martin G. Browne, 1993 WL 346599 (Sept. 9, 1993), the Commission imposed a Rule 2(e) 
sanction on an engineer who falsely held himself out to be a petroleum engineer when in fact he was not 
a licensed engineer.  In In re Robert McDowell, Jr., 1978 WL 197754 (Feb. 2, 1978), a “follow-on” 
proceeding, the Commission accepted the respondent’s settlement offer of resigning from appearing or 
practicing before the Commission after the Commission had obtained a consent injunction against him for 
unspecified conduct and charges.  In In re Francois D.V. De LaBarre, 1976 WL 160361 (Aug. 19, 1976), 
the Commission imposed a Rule 2(e) bar on a respondent who was both an attorney and an engineer for 
filing false and misleading Schedules 13D with the Commission, i.e., for conduct wholly unrelated to the 
engineering profession. 
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violation.  We have already addressed why there is no basis for any finding that the 

Huddlestons aided and abetted a federal securities law violation.  See supra at 46-48.  

As we now show, there is also no basis for finding that they engaged in any unethical or 

improper professional conduct. 

1. The Staff Cannot Establish that the Huddlestons Engaged in 
Any Unethical or Improper Professional Conduct 

There is no articulated standard, under either Rule 102(e) itself or the case law 

thereunder, for determining when a reserve engineer has engaged in improper 

professional conduct.  Under Rule 102(e)(iv), there are three forms of “improper 

professional conduct” – (1) “[i]ntentional or knowing conduct, including reckless conduct, 

that results in a violation of applicable professional standards”; (2) “a single instance of 

highly unreasonable conduct that results in a violation of applicable professional 

standards in circumstances in which an accountant knows, or should know, that 

heightened scrutiny is warranted”; and (3) “[r]epeated instances of unreasonable 

conduct, each resulting in a violation of applicable professional standards, that indicate 

a lack of competence to practice before the Commission” – but that provision explicitly 

applies only to licensed accountants.  It does not apply to reserve engineers, and the 

checkered history underlying the adoption of Rule 102(e) makes clear that any attempt 

to apply these provisions to reserve engineers would be facially improper as a matter of 

law.  Checkosky v. SEC, 23 F.3d 452 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (“Checkosky I”); Checkosky v. 

SEC, 139 F.3d 221 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (“Checkosky II”). 

In the Checkosky decisions, the D.C. Circuit dismissed the Commission’s effort 

to sanction two accountants under Rule 102(e) because the Commission had failed to 

specify with sufficient clarity the mental state required for imposition of a Rule 102(e) 
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sanction.  The SEC amended Rule 102(e) in 1998 to comply with Checkosky II but, as 

stated, the clarification expressly applies only to accountants.  Thus, Rule 102(e), in 

particular its standard of “improper professional conduct,” remains in its unenforceable 

pre-1998 state of ambiguity as applied to a reserve engineer.  See Checkosky II, 139 

F.3d at 225-26 (“There is no justification for the government depriving citizens of the 

opportunity to practice their profession without revealing the standard they have been 

found to violate”).  Any attempt by the Staff to fashion a definition of “improper conduct” 

for reserve engineers in this case would constitute impermissible retroactive rulemaking.  

SEC v. Marrie, 374 F.3d 1196, 1207 (D.C. Cir. 2004).  Thus, any effort by the Staff to 

initiate an action against the Huddlestons for alleged “improper professional conduct” 

under Rule 102(e) would be impermissible.  Checkosky II, 139 F.3d at 227. 

At all events, there is no basis for concluding that the Huddlestons engaged in 

unethical or improper professional conduct under any lawful, applicable standard.  As 

shown throughout this Submission, there is no evidence that the Huddlestons departed 

from GAEP or otherwise engaged in any form of improper professional conduct.  To the 

contrary, the record shows that they faithfully complied with GAEP in all respects. 

2. The Applicable Statute of Repose Precludes Imposition of 
Rule 102(e) Sanctions for Conduct Occurring before 
February 14, 2002 

The Staff’s questioning indicates that it is focusing on the 1998-to-2003 period.  

The Staff has obtained a tolling agreement from the Huddlestons to allow the 

Commission to bring any charges it could have brought as of February 14, 2007.  Under 

the applicable five-year statute of repose, therefore, any conduct occurring before 

February 14, 2002, cannot form the basis for Rule 102(e) sanctions.  (Nor could such 
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conduct form the basis for any penalty, monetary or otherwise, in a civil injunctive 

action.) 

Under 28 U.S.C. § 2462, a “proceeding for the enforcement of any civil fine, 

penalty, or forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise, shall not be entertained unless 

commenced within five years from the date when the claim first accrued ....”  In Johnson 

v. SEC, 87 F.3d 484, 492 (D.C. Cir. 1996), the D.C. Circuit held that Section 2462 

applies to SEC proceedings seeking to censure and suspend the respondent.  In so 

holding, the Court of Appeals stated:  “Congress and the courts have long considered 

the suspension or revocation of a professional license as a penalty,” and that the 

“collateral consequences of censure and suspension ... suggest its punishment-like 

qualities.”  Id. at 489 n.6.  Thus, the  D.C. Circuit has squarely held that a Rule 102(e) 

sanction is punitive for purposes of Section 2462.  See Johnson, 87 F.3d at 492. 

Though we are unaware of any decision applying 28 U.S.C. § 2462 to a reserve 

engineer’s audit – because there simply have been no such cases – as regards 

allegations concerning a financial auditor’s conduct during the course of an audit, the 

limitations period runs from the date the audit opinion was issued.  See In re Michael J. 

Marrie, 2001 WL 1130957, at *24 (Init. Dec. Sept. 21, 2001) (“the Commission’s ‘claim 

first accrued’ when ... [the accountant] certified C&L’s unqualified report, thereby giving 

up the ability to take further corrective action[]”), rev’d on other grounds, 2003 WL 

2174185 (SEC July 29, 2003), rev’d on other grounds, 374 F.3d 1196 (D.C. Cir. 2004).  

HudCo end-of-year reports for work done in years 1998 to 2001 were typically 

completed by the beginning of the following calendar year.  It is well-settled that each 

audit year is distinct and that multiple but separate audits do not constitute a continuing 
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course of conduct for purposes of statutes of limitation.  See, e.g., Williamson  v. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP, 9 N.Y. 3d 1, __ N.E.2d __, 2007 WL 1624759, at *5 

(June 7, 2007); see also In re Marrie, supra (concluding that continuous representation 

does not exist once audit opinion is issued and auditor “thereby giv[es] up the ability to 

take further corrective action”); FDIC v. Deloitte & Touche, 834 F. Supp. 1129, 1150 

(E.D. Ark. 1992).  Accordingly, any sanction that the Staff might seek to impose based 

upon the Huddlestons’ conduct occurring before February 14, 2002, is time-barred.  

This limitation effectively precludes the Commission from claiming that improper 

conduct existed with respect to the 1999, 2000 or 2001 bookings of the Castlegate, 

High Mountain, South Texas or coal seam reserves. 

CONCLUSION 

The Commission recently announced the hiring of Dr. W. John Lee to begin a 

fellowship for the purpose of evaluating the current status of reserve reporting.  

Reservoir Solutions, Vol. 10, No. 3, at 1 (Sept. – Nov. 2007).  As Dr. Lee has recently 

noted, current guidelines were implemented in 1978 and many in the industry believe 

that the guidelines should be revisited and updated.  The Huddlestons welcome this 

sentiment and agree with it.  Here, the Staff seems intent upon expanding and refining 

Rule 4-10 through the attempted enforcement of guidance rather than through 

appropriate rulemaking.  Without question, the preferred and more reliable method of 

achieving better reserve reporting for the investing public is via the rulemaking process. 

For each of the foregoing reasons, the Huddlestons request that the Staff 

recommend and the Commission take no enforcement action, civil or administrative, 

against them. 
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